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INTRODUCTION

This list of subject headings has been compiled to facilitate the work of indexers and to increase the usefulness to subscribers of the General Subjects section of the International Index to Television Periodicals. Consistency and clarity in the choice of headings is essential when indexing or retrieving periodical articles.

The headings are arranged in alphabetical order, with indications of relationships between the terms, and references from non-preferred terms. The conventional abbreviations are used i.e.:

- UF = used for
- BT = broader term
- NT = narrower term
- RT = related term

This present publication is the 4th edition and follows the practice introduced in the latest collection of subject headings for the film service. The number of corporate bodies included in recent years has been threatening to overwhelm the "real" subject headings, and they are now listed separately. In addition the broader terms of these corporate bodies are also given a section to themselves which will further help to avoid confusion, and will serve as an index to the corporate bodies. e.g.

Corporate bodies

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
UF: F.C.C.
BT: Organizations. USA

Subject/country listing of corporate bodies

ORGANIZATIONS. USA
NT: Federal Communications Commission

This edition has been input on computer and typeset at the Danish Filmmuseum, under the supervision of Karen Jones. As a result future editions will be much easier to produce and should appear with greater frequency (funds allowing!).

Michael Moulds
Editor
3-D television
USE: STEREOSCOPIC TV

3-D television
USE: STEREOSCOPIC TV

8 MM VIDEO
RT: Videotape

A.M.
USE: MODULATION METHODS

Academics on TV
USE: INTELLECTUALS ON TV

ACCESS
UP: Open access
: Public access
BT: Independent production
NT: Enabled production
RT: News access
: Participation
: Programme complaints

ACCOUNTABILITY ORGANIZATIONS
BT: Organizations
RT: Programme complaints

ACCOUNTANCY
BT: Industry, TV
RT: Costs

ACTING
RT: Stunting

ACTORS
BT: Performers
NT: Child actors
RT: Casting
: Extras
: Stars
: Stunts

Adam Smith Institute Report
USE: REPORTS. ADAM SMITH INSTITUTE

ADAPTATIONS
(If material deals with
the adaptations of a
specific author's works,
subdivide by the name of
the author, e.g.:

ADAPTATIONS. SHAKESPEARE,
WILLIAM)

UP: Fairy tales into TV drama
: Format programmes
: Literary adaptations
: Novels into TV drama
: Plays into TV drama
: Programmes into films
RT: Authorship
: Literature and TV
: Novelizations
: Scriptwriting
: Theatre and TV/video
: Versions

Addressability
USE: CODING

ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: Educational TV
: University of the air

ADVERTISING
NT: Segmentation
RT: Advertising standards
: Commercial breaks
: Commercials
: Merchandising
: Prime time
: Public relations
: Ratings
: Sponsorship

ADVERTISING FILMS AND
PROGRAMMES
RT: Commercials

Advertising of TV
USE: PUBLICITY

ADVERTISING STANDARDS
BT: Advertising
RT: Codes of practice

Advise programmes
USE: PUBLIC INFORMATION
PROGRAMMES

AERIAL FILMING
BT: Television photography
RT: Space filming

AERIAL VIDEO
BT: Video photography
Aerials
USE: ANTENNAE

AESTHETICS
UF: Theory
NT: Narrative
: Parody
: Perception
: Postmodernism and TV/video
: Realism on TV
: Semantics
: Semiology
: Time and TV/video
: Verite
RT: Criticism
: Elitism
: Image quality
: Popular broadcasting
: Psychological effects of TV
: Quality broadcasting

AFGHANISTAN WAR ON TV
BT: War on TV

AFRICA ON TV
BT: Place on TV

AFTERNOON TV
BT: Hours of broadcasting

AGED AND TV
UF: Old people and TV
BT: Social groups and TV

AGED ON TV
BT: Social groups on TV

AGEISM AND TV

AGENDA SETTING

AGENTS
BT: Workers in TV

AGRICULTURAL PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres

AGRICULTURE, USE OF TV IN

Alcohol on TV
USE: DRUGS ON TV

Alternative video
USE: INDEPENDENT VIDEO

AMATEUR VIDEO
RT: Home video

AMERICAN FOOTBALL ON TV
BT: Sport on TV
NT: Arena football on TV
RT: Football on TV

AMERICAN INDIANS ON TV
UF: Red Indians on TV
BT: Racial stereotypes on TV
RT: Westerns

ANALOGUE TECHNOLOGY
BT: Production technology

Anchor man
USE: PRESENTERS

ANIMALS ON TV

ANIMATED PROGRAMMES
RT: Cartoons
: Puppet programmes

ANIMATION
NT: Stop-motion animation
RT: Graphics
: Special effects

ANIMATORS
BT: Workers in TV

Annan Report
USE: REPORTS. ANNAN

Announcements
USE: PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANTENNAE
UF: Aerials
BT: Transmission
NT: Community antennae

ANTHROPOLOGICAL PROGRAMMES
UF: Ethnographic programmes
BT: Programme genres
RT: Folklore on TV

Anti-drug programmes
USE: DRUGS ON TV
Anti-semitism on TV
USE: JEWS ON TV

Anti-war and TV
USE: PEACE AND TV

ANTIOPE
BT: Data broadcasting

Apartheid and TV
USE: RACIAL PROBLEMS AND TV

APPALACHIANS ON TV
BT: Racial stereotypes on TV

Applebaum-Hébert Report
USE: REPORTS. APPLEBAUM-HÉBERT

APPRECIATION
RT: Criticism
: Education

ARABS ON TV
BT: Racial stereotypes on TV

ARCHITECTURE AND TV
RT: Buildings, TV

ARCHITECTURE ON TV

ARCHIVES & INSTITUTES, TV
(If material deals with a specific television archive/institute, USE name of archive/institute, e.g.: PEABODY COLLECTION)

RT: Cataloguing and classification of TV programmes
: Preservation of film and video

ART: Collections of programmes
: Exhibitions, TV
: Libraries, TV
: Museums

ARENA FOOTBALL ON TV
BT: American football on TV

ARMED FORCES AND TV
RT: War and TV

ARMED FORCES ON TV
RT: War on TV
: War veterans on TV

ARMED FORCES, PROGRAMMES MADE BY

ARMED FORCES, USE OF TV BY

ART AND TV
UF: Fine arts and TV

ART ON TV
UF: Fine arts on TV

ARTISTS ON TV

ARTS PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: Cultural programmes
: Poetry on TV

ASIANS ON TV
BT: Racial stereotypes on TV

ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
BT: Directors

Associations
USE: ORGANIZATIONS

ASTERIX on TV
BT: Cartoon characters on TV

ATHLETICS ON TV
BT: Sport on TV

Audience measurement
USE: RATINGS

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION
RT: Participation
: Studio audiences

Audience research
USE: VIEWER RESEARCH

Audiences
USE: STUDIO AUDIENCES
: VIEWERS

AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINES AND TV
BT: Race and TV
AUTHORSHIP
  RT: Adaptations
    : Scriptwriting

Autocue
USE: PROMPTER

AUTOMATION AND TV
  UF: Robot cameras
    RT: Production technology

AUTOMOBILES ON TV
  UF: Cars on TV
    RT: Motoring programmes

AWARD SHOWS

AWARDS
  (by country & year)
  NT: Emmy Awards
    : International Broadcasting Convention Award
    : Prix Italia
    RT: Festival juries

Back-up services
USE: BROADCASTING SUPPORT SERVICES

BACKGROUND PROGRAMMES
  BT: Programme genres

"BAD LANGUAGE" ON TV
  UF: Swearing on TV
    RT: Censorship
    : Language and TV

Balance
USE: FAIRNESS

Baldi Report
USE: REPORTS. BALDI

Ballet and TV
USE: DANCE AND TV

Ballet programmes
USE: DANCE PROGRAMMES

BANDWIDTH
  BT: Signal processing

BARTER
  (i.e. generally means the exchange of programmes for advertising airtime)
  BT: Sale of films and programmes
    RT: Barter syndication

BARTER SYNDICATION
  BT: Syndication

BASEBALL ON TV
  BT: Sport on TV

BATMAN ON TV
  BT: Comic strip characters on TV

BEAUTY CONTEST PROGRAMMES
  BT: Programme genres

BEST PROGRAMMES

BESTSELLERS
  RT: Literature and TV

Betacam
USE: CAMERAS

Bias
USE: FAIRNESS

Bidding
USE: PURCHASE OF FILMS AND PROGRAMMES

BILDSCHRIFT TEXT
  BT: Data Broadcasting

BIOGRAPHICAL PROGRAMMES
  BT: Personalities on TV
    : Programme genres
    NT: Obituary programmes

Black and white TV
USE: MONOCHROME TV

BLACKLISTING
  RT: Censorship
    : Politics and TV

BLACKS AND TV
  BT: Race and TV
BLACKS ON TV
BT: Racial stereotypes on TV
RT: Negroes on TV

BLACKS, PROGRAMMES FOR

BLACKS, PROGRAMMES MADE BY

Bloopers on TV
USE: MISTAKES ON TV

BODY ON TV/VIDEO

BOOK OF THE FILM/PROGRAMME
RT: Spin-offs

BOOK PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: Literature on TV

Books, TV
USE: LITERATURE, TV

BOXING ON TV
BT: Sport on TV

BREAKFAST TV
BT: Hours of broadcasting
RT: Morning TV

Bredin Report
USE: REPORTS. BREDIN

British Commonwealth
USE: COMMONWEALTH

BROADCASTING
NT: Censorship
: External broadcasting
: Fairness
: Future of broadcasting
: International broadcasting
: Low quality broadcasting
: Popular broadcasting
: Quality broadcasting
: Transfrontier broadcasting
RT: Narrowcasting

BROADCASTING UNIONS
RT: Organizations

Budget programmes
USE: POLITICAL PROGRAMMES

BUDGETING
BT: Production costs

BUILDINGS, TV
RT: Architecture and TV
: Studios, TV

BULL FIGHTING ON TV

BULMAN ON TV
BT: Fictional personalities on TV

BUSINESS ENTERPRISES AND TV/VIDEO
UF: Multi-nationals and TV/Video
RT: Capitalism and TV

BUSINESS ENTERPRISES, USE OF TV/VIDEO IN
UF: Multi-nationals, use of TV/Video in

Business management
USE: MANAGEMENT

BUSINESS PRACTICES AND TV

BUSINESS PROGRAMMES
UF: Financial programmes

C.A.T.V.
USE: COMMUNITY ANTENNAE

C.C.D.
USE: CHARGE COUPLED DIODES

C.C.R.
USE: CENTRAL CONTROL ROOM

C.C.T.V.
USE: CLOSED CIRCUIT TV

CABLE NETWORKS
RT: Network TV

CABLE TV
RT: Community TV
: Pay TV
: Private cable TV
: Security service
CABLES
BT: Transmission
RT: Fibre optics

CAMERA ANGLES
BT: Television photography
RT: Gazecam

CAMERA MOVEMENT
BT: Television photography

CAMERAMEN/WOMEN
UF: Television photographers
BT: Workers in TV

CAMERAS
UF: Betacam
NT: Filters
: Lenses

CANNED LAUGHTER
RT: Studio audiences

CAPITALISM AND TV
BT: Political movements and TV
RT: Business enterprises and TV

Captions
USE: TITLING

CAREERS ON TV
(i.e. Persons categorized by their careers)
UF: Jobs on TV
: Professions on TV
NT: Lawyers on TV

CARMEN ON TV
BT: Fictional personalities on TV

Carnegie Report on Public Broadcasting (II)
USE: REPORTS. CARNEGIE REPORTS ON PUBLIC BROADCASTING (II)

Cars on TV
USE: AUTOMOBILES ON TV

CARTOON CHARACTERS ON TV
NT: Asterix on TV
: Charlie Brown on TV
: Shadoks on TV
: Snow White on TV
RT: Fictional personalities on TV
: Puppet characters on TV

CARTOONS
RT: Animated programmes

CASTING
BT: Production
RT: Actors

CATALOGUING AND CLASSIFICATION OF TV LITERATURE
UF: Classification of TV literature
BT: Literature, TV

CATALOGUING AND CLASSIFICATION OF TV PROGRAMMES
UF: Classification of TV programmes
: Indexing of TV programmes
BT: Archives & institutes, TV
: Libraries, TV

CATERING
RT: Production

Cathode ray tubes
USE: IMAGING SYSTEMS

CEEFAX
BT: Data broadcasting

Celebrities on TV
USE: PERSONALITIES ON TV

CENSORSHIP
BT: Broadcasting
NT: Internal censorship
: Project censored
RT: "Bad language" on TV
: Blacklisting
: Codes of practice
: Freedom of communication
: Government control
: Legislation
: Politics and TV
: Pornography on TV
: Pressure groups
: Rating for TV
: Release problems
: Sex on TV
TNTC: State and TV
TNTC: Violence on TV

CENTRAL CONTROL ROOM
UF: C.C.R.
BT: Studio, TV

Certification
USE: RATING FOR TV
CHANNEL ALLOCATION
BT: Industry, TV
RT: Companies

CHANNEL IDENTIFICATION

CHANNELS
BT: Transmission

Character types on TV
USE: TYPE CHARACTERS ON TV

CHARACTERS ON TV
(i.e. characters in general, not to be confused with PERSONALITIES ON TV)

CHARGED COUPLED DIODES
UF: C.C.D.
BT: Imaging systems

CHARITY APPEALS ON TV

CHARLIE BROWN ON TV
BT: Cartoon characters on TV

Chat shows
USE: TALK SHOWS

CHILD ACTORS
BT: Actors
RT: Children on TV

CHILDREN AND TV
BT: Social groups and TV
RT: Legislation for children
: Young people and TV

CHILDREN, EFFECTS OF TV ON
UF: Effects of TV on children
BT: Psychological effects of TV

CHILDREN ON TV
BT: Social groups on TV
RT: Child actors

CHILDREN, PROGRAMMES FOR
BT: Programme genres

CHILDREN, PROGRAMMES MADE BY
(by country)
BT: Programme genres

CHILDREN, VIDEOS MADE BY
BT: Video genres

Choice
USE: PROGRAMME CHOICE

CHOREOGRAPHY
RT: Dance programmes

CHRISTMAS PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres

Chroma-key
USE: ELECTRONIC SPECIAL EFFECTS

Church and TV
USE: RELIGION AND TV

Cinema and television
USE: TELEVISION AND THE CINEMA

Cinéma vérité
USE: VÉRITÉ

CIRCUS AND TV

CITIES ON TV
(if material deals with a specific city, USE: name of city, e.g.: PARIS ON TV)
BT: Place on TV

CIVIL WAR ON TV
BT: War on TV

CIVIL WAR PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: War programmes
Class conflict on TV
USE: SOCIETY ON TV

Classification of TV
literature
USE: CATALOGUING AND
CLASSIFICATION OF TV
LITERATURE

Classification of TV
programmes
USE: CATALOGUING AND
CLASSIFICATION OF TV
PROGRAMMES

CLOSE-UPS
BT: Television photography

CLOSED CIRCUIT TV
UF: C.C.T.V.

Clubs, video
USE: VIDEO CENTRES

Cluzel Report
USE: REPORTS. CLUZEL

Clyne Report
USE: REPORTS. CLYNE

CODES OF PRACTICE
UF: Guidelines
BT: Ethics and TV
RT: Advertising standards
: Censorship

CODING
UF: Addressability
: Scrambling
BT: Signals processing

COLLECTIONS OF PROGRAMMES
NT: Private collections
RT: Archives & Institutes, TV
: Libraries, TV
: Pirate copies

Colonialism on TV
USE: IMPERIALISM ON TV

COLORIZATION
RT: Films shown on TV

Colour separation overlay
USE: INSERTION EFFECTS

COLOUR SYSTEMS
UF: MAC
BT: Signal processing

COLOUR TV

Come-back
USE: REVIVALS

COMEDIANS
BT: Performers
RT: Warm-ups

COMEDY PROGRAMMES
UF: Sitcoms
BT: Programme genres
RT: Humour on TV
: Light entertainment

COMIC STRIP CHARACTERS ON TV
NT: Superman on TV
: Batman on TV
RT: Fictional personalities
on TV

COMIC STRIPS AND TV

COMMENTARY
UF: Narration

Commentators
USE: SPORT PRESENTERS

COMMERCIAL BREAKS
(Within or outside
programmes)
RT: Advertising

COMMERCIAL TV
BT: Industry, TV
RT: Franchises
: Independent TV stations
: Private TV
: Public broadcasting

COMMERCIALS
RT: Advertising
: Advertising films
: Promotional videos
COMMISSIONING
RT: Production

Committee of Review of the
Australian Broadcasting
Commission Report
USE: REPORTS. COMMITTEE OF
REVIEW OF THE AUSTRALIAN
BROADCASTING COMMISSION

Common Market and TV
USE: E.E.C. AND TV

COMMONWEALTH
UF: British Commonwealth

COMMONWEALTH GAMES ON TV
BT: Sport on TV

COMMUNICATIONS
UF: Mass communications
NT: Telecommunications
RT: Media

Communications studies
USE: EDUCATION, TV

Communications theory
USE: PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
TV

COMMUNISM AND TV
BT: Political movements and
TV

COMMUNITY ANTENNAE
UF: C.A.T.V.
BT: Antennae
: Reception

COMMUNITY PROGRAMMING
RT: Minority culture
broadcasting

COMMUNITY TV
BT: Local TV
RT: Cable TV

COMMUNITY VIDEO
BT: Independent video
NT: Video centres

COMPANIES
UF: Programme companies
: Television companies

BT: Industry, TV
RT: Channel allocation
: Logotypes
: News channels

COMPANY FINANCE
UF: Media analysis
BT: Industry, TV
RT: Financing

COMPATIBILITY
BT: Signal processing

COMPILATION PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres

Complaints
USE: PROGRAMME COMPLAINTS

COMPOSERS
BT: Music, TV
: Workers in TV

Comprehension
USE: PERCEPTION

COMPUTER GRAPHICS
UF: Image synthesis
BT: Graphics

COMPUTER PROGRAMMES
(i.e. programmes about
computers)
BT: Programme genres

COMPUTERIZED ANIMATION AND
SPECIAL EFFECTS
RT: Electronic special
effects

COMPUTERS AND TV/VIDEO
UF: Data bases
RT: Cybernetics and TV
: Electronic editing

CONFERENCES
(if material deals with a
specific conference,
subdivide by country and
year, e.g.: CONFERENCES.
USA. 1980)
UF: Seminars
: Symposiums
: Workshops
CONFERENCING
UF: Teleconferencing
: Videoconferencing

Conservation issues on TV
USE: ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES ON TV

Conservation of film and video
USE: PRESERVATION OF FILM AND VIDEO

Consumer hardware
USE: HOME EQUIPMENT

CONSUMER PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: Social action programmes

Content analysis
USE: PROGRAMME CONTENT

Continuity (Presentation)
USE: PRESENTATION

CONTRACEPTION ON TV
BT: Controversial issues on TV

CONTRACTS
BT: Legislation
RT: Franchises
: Industry, TV
: Labour

CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES ON TV
NT: Contraception on TV
: Nuclear issues on TV
RT: Social problems on TV

COOKERY PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: Food on TV

COPRODUCTION
BT: Industry, TV
RT: International cooperation

COPYRIGHT
UF: Literature copyright
: Music copyright
BT: Legislation

RT: News access
: Piracy
: Pirate copies of programmes
: Royalties

Corporate image
USE: PUBLIC RELATIONS

Corporate video
USE: BUSINESS ENTERPRISES...

Correspondents
USE: TELEVISION JOURNALISTS

COSTS
NT: Production costs
RT: Accountancy
: Financing

Costume TV dramas
USE: HISTORICAL DRAMAS

COSTUMES

COUNTRIES ON TV
(if material deals with a specific country, use name of country, e.g.: NORTHERN IRELAND ON TV)
BT: Place on TV

Couples on TV
USE: HUMAN RELATIONS ON TV

COURSES, TV/VIDEO
UF: Summer schools
BT: Education, TV

COURTROOM DRAMAS
BT: Dramas
RT: Trials on TV

CREDIT TITLES
BT: Titling

CRICKET ON TV
BT: Sport on TV

CRIME DRAMAS
BT: Dramas
CRIME ON TV
  UF: Murders on TV
  NT: Delinquents on TV
  RT: Delinquency and TV
      : Prisons and TV
      : Violence on TV

CRIMINAL PERSONALITIES ON TV
  BT: Personalities on TV
  NT: Jack the Ripper on TV

CRITICISM
  RT: Aesthetics
     : Appreciation

CRITICS
  Cue cards
  USE: PROMPTER

Cultural imperialism
  USE: NATIONAL CULTURE AND TV

CULTURAL PROGRAMMES
  BT: Programme genres
  RT: Arts programmes

Culture and TV
  USE: NATIONAL CULTURE AND TV

CURRENT AFFAIRS ON TV
  UF: Public affairs on TV
  NT: International affairs on TV
      : Parliamentary broadcasts
  RT: Television journalism

CURRENT AFFAIRS PROGRAMMES
  BT: Programme genres
  RT: News programmes

CYBERNETICS AND TV
  RT: Computers and TV

CYCLING ON TV
  RT: Sport on TV

DANCE AND TV
  UF: Ballet and TV

DANCE PROGRAMMES
  BT: Programme genres
     : Choreography
  RT: Music programmes

DANCE VIDEO
  RT: Theatre and video

Data bases
  USE: COMPUTERS AND TV/VIDEO

DATA BROADCASTING
  (If material deals with a specific system of data broadcasting, use name of system, e.g.: CEEFAK)
  UF: Teletext
     : Videotext
  NT: Antiope
     : Bildschirmtext
     : Ceefax
     : Datacasting
     : Oracle
     : Prestel
     : Televideo
     : Telidon
  RT: Publishing and TV/video

DATACASTING
  BT: Data broadcasting

Day parts
  USE: HOURS OF BROADCASTING

DAYTIME PROGRAMMES
  BT: Programme genres
  RT: Hours of broadcasting

DEAF AND TV
  BT: Handicapped and TV

DEAF, PROGRAMMES FOR
  BT: Handicapped, programmes for
  Deals
  USE: PRODUCTION DEALS

DEATH ON TV
  NT: Suicide on TV
DELINQUENCY AND TV
UF: Juvenile delinquency and TV
RT: Crime on TV
: Psychological effects of TV
: Young people, effects of TV on

DELINQUENTS ON TV
BT: Crime on TV
RT: Young people on TV

DEMOCRACY AND TV
RT: Politics and TV

Demographic studies
USE: VIEWER RESEARCH

Department of Communications
[Canada] Report
USE: REPORTS. DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS [CANADA]

Department of Education and Science [UK] Report
USE: REPORTS. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND SCIENCE [UK]

Deregulation
USE: GOVERNMENT CONTROL

DESIGN
BT: Production
RT: Properties
: Sets

Detective dramas
USE: CRIME DRAMAS

DETECTIVES ON TV
BT: Type characters on TV
RT: Police on TV

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND TV
RT: Third World and TV

DIALOGUE
BT: Scriptwriting
RT: Speech

DIALOGUE TITLES
BT: Titling

DIGITAL CONVERSION SYSTEMS
BT: Standard conversion

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
BT: Production technology

Direct broadcast satellite
USE: DIRECT BROADCASTING SERVICES
: SATELLITES

DIRECT BROADCASTING SERVICES
UF: D.B.S. (Direct broadcast satellite)
RT: Satellite broadcasting

DIRECT TRANSMISSION
BT: Signal distribution
RT: Transmission

DIRECTION
NT: Rehearsing

DIRECTORS
BT: Workers in TV
NT: Assistant directors

Disabled on TV
USE: HANDICAPPED ON TV

Disabled, programmes for
USE: HANDICAPPED, PROGRAMMES FOR

DISASSTERS ON TV
UF: Earthquakes on TV
RT: News programmes

Discourse analysis
USE: LINGUISTICS

DISCUSSION PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: Talk shows

DISEASES ON TV
UF: Illnesses on TV
RT: Medicine and TV
: Health education programmes
DISPLAY SYSTEMS
NT: Flat panel display
: Large screen display
: Multiscreen
RT: Reception

Distance teaching
USE: EDUCATION, USE OF TV/VIDEO IN

DISTRIBUTION
UF: Video distribution
NT: Export and import of video
: Independent distribution
: Sale of films and programmes
RT: Home video marketing
: International broadcasting
: Video centres

Diversity
USE: PROGRAMME CHOICE

DOCUMENTARIES
BT: Programme genres
RT: Documentary dramas
: Mini documentaries
: Non-fiction programmes

DOCUMENTARY DRAMAS
UF: Dramatized documentaries
: Reconstructions
BT: Dramas
RT: Documentaries

DOCUMENTATION
RT: Libraries, TV

Dolby
USE: NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEMS

DOMESDAY PROJECT
BT: British Broadcasting Corporation

Drag
USE: TRANSVESTISM

DRAMAS
UF: Plays on TV
BT: Programme genres
NT: Courtroom dramas
: Crime dramas
: Documentary dramas
: Historical dramas
: Political dramas
: Single plays
: Thrillers
: Westerns
RT: Melodrama
: Serials and series

Dramatized documentaries
USE: DOCUMENTARY DRAMAS

DREAMS AND TV
BT: Psychology and TV

DRUGS AND TV

DRUGS ON TV
UF: Alcohol on TV
: Antidrug programmes
: Tobacco on TV

DUBBING
BT: Sound recording
RT: Language and TV
: Versions

E.B.R.
USE: ELECTRON BEAM RECORDING

E.C. AND TV
UF: European Community and TV

E.E.C. AND TV
UF: Common Market and TV
: European Economic Community and TV
RT: Politics and TV

E.F.P.
USE: ELECTRONIC FIELD PRODUCTION

E.N.G.
USE: ELECTRONIC NEWS GATHERING

E.V.R.
USE: ELECTRONIC VIDEO RECORDING

EARLY EVENING TV
BT: Hours of broadcasting
Earthquakes on TV
USE: DISASTERS ON TV

ECOLOGY PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres

ECONOMICS AND TV
RT: Politics and TV
: Stock market and TV

ECONOMICS PROGRAMMES
UF: Money programmes
BT: Programme genres

EDITING
BT: Post production
NT: Electronic editing
RT: Sound editing

EDITORS
BT: Workers in TV

EDUCATION, TV/VIDEO
UF: Communications studies
: Media studies
NT: Courses, TV/video
: Schools, TV
: Teaching materials
: Theses
RT: Appreciation
: Training, TV

EDUCATION, USE OF TV/VIDEO IN
UF: Distance teaching
: Schools, use of TV in
: Universities, use of TV in
BT: Use of TV/video

EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS ON
TV
UF: Schools on TV
: Universities on TV

EDUCATIONAL TV
UF: Schools TV
NT: University of the air
RT: Adult education
programmes
: Health education
programmes
: Language teaching
programmes
: Visual learning

EDUCATIONAL TV, UK
NT: Open College
: Open University

Effects of TV
USE: PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF TV
: PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF TV

Effects of TV on children
USE: CHILDREN, EFFECTS OF TV ON

ELECTION PROGRAMMES
BT: Political programmes
: Programme genres

ELECTRON BEAM RECORDING
UF: E.B.R.
BT: Telerecording

ELECTRONIC EDITING
BT: Editing
RT: Computers and TV/Video

ELECTRONIC FIELD PRODUCTION
UF: E.F.P.
BT: Production technology

ELECTRONIC NEWS GATHERING
UF: E.N.G.
BT: Production technology
RT: News gathering

Electronic publishing
USE: PUBLISHING AND TV/VIDEO

ELECTRONIC SPECIAL EFFECTS
UF: Chroma-key
BT: Special effects
NT: Insertion effects

ELECTRONIC VIDEO RECORDING
UF: E.V.R.
BT: Video recording

ELITISM
RT: Aesthetics

EMMY AWARDS
(by year)
BT: Awards
ENABLED PRODUCTION
BT: Access

ENGINEERING
RT: Equipment
: Production technology

ENGINEERS
BT: Workers in TV

Entertainment on TV
USE: LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

ENTREPRENEURS
UF: Moguls
BT: Workers in TV

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES ON TV
UF: Conservation issues on TV
BT: Social problems on TV

Equal opportunities
USE: INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

EQUAL TIME
RT: Fairness

EQUIPMENT
NT: Equipment maintenance
: Home equipment
: Sound recording
: Technical developments
: Video equipment
RT: Engineering
: Export and import of equipment
: Hire of equipment
: Media developments
: Production technology
: Studios, TV

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
UF: Servicing
BT: Equipment

EROTICISM ON TV
RT: Pornography on TV
: Sex on TV

ETHICS AND TV
UF: Morality and TV
: Values
NT: Codes of practice
: Privacy and TV

RT: Social problems and TV

Ethnic broadcasting
USE: MINORITY CULTURE
BROADCASTING

Ethnic groups and TV
USE: RACE AND TV

Ethnographic programmes
USE: ANTHROPOLOGICAL
PROGRAMMES

EUROPEAN CINEMA AND TELEVISION
YEAR 1988

European Community and TV
USE: E.C. AND TV

European Economic Community
and TV
USE: E.C. AND TV

EUROVISION
BT: Networking, international
RT: European Broadcasting
Union

EVENTS PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres

EXECUTIVES
BT: Workers in TV

EXHIBITION
UF: Video exhibition
NT: Foreign exhibition
: Travelling exhibition
: Videothques

EXHIBITIONS
(by country & year)
RT: Archives & institutes, TV
: Trade fairs

Experts on TV
USE: INTELLECTUALS ON TV

EXPLOITATION PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres

EXPORT AND IMPORT OF EQUIPMENT
RT: Equipment
: Industry, TV
EXPORT AND IMPORT OF TV/VIDEO
BT: Distribution
RT: Purchase of films and programmes
: Sale of films and programmes

EXTERNAL BROADCASTING
UF: Overseas broadcasting
BT: Broadcasting

EXTRAS
BT: Performers
RT: Actors

Eyestrain
USE: PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF TV

F.M.
USE: MODULATION METHODS

Face-ism
USE: FRAMING

FACE PLATE CINEMATOGRAPHY
UF: Kinescope
BT: Telecording

Facilities
USE: TELEVISION SERVICES

FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMMES
(e.g.: "That's life")
BT: Programme genres

FAIRNESS
UF: Balance
: Bias
BT: Broadcasting
RT: Equal time
: Freedom of communication

Fairy tales into TV drama
USE: ADAPTATIONS

FALKLAND ISLANDS ON TV
RT: War on TV

FAMILY AND TV
FAMILY ON TV
BT: Human relations on TV
: Marriage on TV

FANS
BT: Sociology of TV

FASCISM AND TV
BT: Political movements and TV

FASHION PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres

Fear
USE: PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF TV

Feature films shown on TV
USE: FILMS SHOWN ON TV

FEES
(i.e. payments to writers, actors etc.)
RT: Royalties
: Salaries

FEMINISM AND TV
RT: Women and TV

FESTIVAL JURIES
UF: Juries
RT: Awards
: Festivals

FESTIVALS
(If material deals with a specific festival, subdivide by name of location and year, e.g.: FESTIVALS. EDINBURGH. 1978)
RT: Awards
: Festival juries
: Trade fairs

FIBRE-OPTICS
RT: Cables

FICTIONAL PERSONALITIES ON TV
(If material deals with a specific personality, use name of personality)
BT: Personalities on TV
General subject headings

NT: Bulman on TV
   : Carmen on TV
   : Mike Hammer on TV
   : Perry Mason on TV
   : Peter Wimsey on TV
   : Sherlock Holmes on TV
RT: Cartoon characters on TV
   : Comic strip characters on TV

Fillioud Report
USE: REPORTS, FILLIOUD

FILM AND VIDEO TRANSFER
UF: Video and film transfer
NT: Telecine
   : Telerecording

FILM CLIPS SHOWN ON TV

FILM MAGAZINE PROGRAMMES
BT: Magazine programmes

FILMING FOR TV
BT: Production

FILMS MADE FOR TV
RT: Television and the cinema

FILMS ON VIDEO
RT: Video and the cinema

FILMS SHOWN ON TV
UF: Feature films shown on TV
RT: Colorization
   : Television and the cinema

FILTERS
BT: Cameras

Financial programmes
USE: BUSINESS PROGRAMMES

FINANCING
UF: Revenue
BT: Industry, TV
NT: Government financing
   : Licences
   : Pay TV
   : Pledges
   : Production deals
   : Subscription TV

RT: Company finance
   : Costs
   : Income
   : Investing
   : Sponsorship

Fine arts and TV
USE: ARTS AND TV

FLAT PANEL DISPLAY
BT: Display systems

FLEMING MEMORIAL LECTURE
   (by date)
BT: Lectures

Flow
USE: NETWORKING, INTERNATIONAL
   : INFORMATION FLOW
   (i.e. between countries)

Flow (programming)
USE: PROGRAMME POLICY

Fly-on-the-wall
USE: VÉRITÉ

FOLKLORE AND TV

FOLKLORE ON TV
RT: Anthropological
   : programmes

FOOD ON TV
RT: Cookery programmes

FOOTBALL ON TV
BT: Sport on TV
RT: American football on TV

FOREIGN EXHIBITION
   (by country where shown)
BT: Exhibition

FOREIGN NEWS ON TV
RT: News programmes
   : Television journalism

FOREIGN VIEWERS
BT: Viewers

Formatting
USE: VERSIONS
Gramophone records
USE:RECORDS

GRAPHICS
UF: Text generation
NT: Computer graphics
 : Typography
RT: Animation
 : Titling

Guidelines
USE:CODES OF PRACTICE

GULF WAR ON TV
BT: War on TV

GYMNASTICS ON TV
BT: Sport on TV

H.D.T.V.
USE:HIGH DEFINITION TV

H.D.V.S.
USE:HIGH DEFINITION VIDEO SYSTEM

HANDICAPPED AND TV
UF: Mentally handicapped and TV
NT: Deaf and TV

HANDICAPPED ON TV
UF: Disabled on TV
BT: Social groups on TV

HANDICAPPED, PROGRAMMES FOR
UF: Disabled, programmes for
NT: Deaf, programmes for

Havlick and Steinmann Report
USE:REPORTS. HAVLICK AND STEINMANN

HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAMMES
UF: AIDS warnings
 : Safety education programmes
BT: Programme genres
RT: Educational TV
 : Diseases on TV
 : Medical programmes
 : Therapy programmes

HERO ON TV
BT: Type characters on TV

HEROINE ON TV
BT: Type characters on TV
 : Women on TV

HIGH ALTITUDE VIDEO
BT: Video photography
RT: Mountaineering programmes

HIGH DEFINITION TV
UF: H.D.T.V.
BT: Signal distribution
RT: Image quality

HIGH DEFINITION VIDEO SYSTEM
UF: H.D.V.S.

HIRE OF EQUIPMENT
UF: Rent of equipment
BT: Television services
RT: Equipment
 : Home equipment

HISPANIC-AMERICAN BROADCASTING
BT: Minority culture broadcasting

HISPANICS ON TV
BT: Racial stereotypes on TV
RT: Latin Americans on TV

HISTORICAL DRAMAS
UF: Costume TV dramas
BT: Dramas

HISTORICAL PERSONALITIES ON TV
(If material deals with a specific historical personality, use name of personality, e.g.: LENIN [V.I.] ON TV)
BT: Personalities on TV
RT: Political personalities on TV

HISTORICAL RESEARCH, USE OF TV IN

HISTORY AND TV

HISTORY OF TV
(by country & period)
HISTORY OF VIDEO
(by country & period)

HISTORY PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres

HISTORY TEACHING, USE OF TV IN
BT: Education, use of TV in

HOLIDAY PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres

HOLLYWOOD
BT: Places of production

HOLOGRAPHY

Home Affairs Committee Report
USE: REPORTS. HOME AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

HOME EQUIPMENT
UF: Consumer hardware
BT: Equipment
RT: Hire of equipment
: Receivers
: Video equipment

HOME SATELLITE RECEPTION
RT: Satellite broadcasting

HOME SHOPPING SERVICES
UF: Teleshopping
RT: Interactive TV

HOME VIDEO
RT: Amateur video

HOME VIDEO MARKETING
BT: Publicity
RT: Distribution

HOME VIDEO RECORDING
UF: Time shifting
BT: Video recording

HOMOSEXUALITY ON TV

HORROR DRAMAS
BT: Programme genres

HORSE-RACING ON TV
BT: Sport on TV

HOSTAGES AND TV
BT: Politics and TV
Hosts
USE: PRESENTERS

Hotel TV
USE: LOCAL TV

HOURS OF BROADCASTING
UF: Day parts
RT: Afternoon TV
: Breakfast TV
: Early evening TV
: Fringe time
: Late night TV
: Morning TV
: Off network hours
: Off peak
: Prime time
: Prime time access
RT: Day time programmes
: Programme stripping
: Segmentation

HUMAN RELATIONS ON TV
UF: Couples on TV
: Friendship on TV
BT: Society on TV
RT: Family on TV
: Marriage on TV

HUMOUR ON TV
RT: Comedy programmes
: Satire on TV

Hunt Report
USE: REPORTS. HUNT

I.T.A.P. Report
USE: REPORTS. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY PANEL

Iconoscope
USE: PHOTO-EMISSIVE TUBES

IDEOLOGY AND TV
RT: Politics and TV

ILLITERACY
USE: LITERACY TEACHING PROGRAMMES
Illnesses on TV
USE:DISEASES ON TV

Image orthicon
USE:PHOTO-EMISSIVE TUBES

IMAGE QUALITY
RT: Aesthetics
: High definition TV
: Reception

Image synthesis
USE:COMPUTER GRAPHICS

IMAGING SYSTEMS
UF: Cathode ray tubes
: Tubes
BT: Production technology
NT: Charge coupled diodes
: Photo-conductive tubes
: Photo-emissive tubes

IMMIGRANTS, PROGRAMMES FOR
RT: Minority culture broadcasting

IMMIGRATION ON TV

IMPERIALISM AND TV
BT: Politics and TV

IMPERIALISM ON TV
UF: Colonialism on TV
RT: Politics on TV

Import of video
USE:EXPORT AND IMPORT OF TV/VIDEO

In-flight entertainment
USE:TRAVELLING EXHIBITION

INCOME
UF: Profit
RT: Financing

Independent Commission for World Wide Telecommunications Development Report
USE:REPORTS: MAITLAND COMMISSION

INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTION
BT: Distribution

INDEPENDENT ORGANIZATIONS
BT: Organizations

INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION
NT: Programme tendering
RT: Access

INDEPENDENT TV STATIONS
BT: Industry, TV
RT: Private TV

INDEPENDENT VIDEO
UF: Alternative video
: Video, independent
NT: Community video
: Scratch video
RT: Video art

Indexing of TV programmes
USE:CATALOGUING AND CLASSIFICATION OF TV PROGRAMMES

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES
NT: Strikes

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
UF: Equal opportunities
: Labour relations
: Worker/employer relations
BT: Industry, TV
NT: Industrial disputes
RT: Trade unions
: Workers in TV

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS ON TV
BT: Industry on TV
NT: Strikes on TV

Industries and TV
USE:BUSINESS ENTERPRISES AND TV

INDUSTRY ON TV
NT: Industrial relations on TV
RT: Organizational life on TV

INDUSTRY, SATELLITE

INDUSTRY, TV
NT: Accountancy
: Channel allocation
: Commercial TV
: Companies
Company finance
Coproduction
Financing
Government control
Independent TV stations
Industrial relations
Labour
Monopolies
Network TV
Ownership
Private TV
Production
Public broadcasting
Taxes
RT: Contracts
Export and import of equipment

INDUSTRY, USE OF TV IN

INDUSTRY, VIDEO

Influence of TV/video
USE: PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF TV
: SOCIETY AND TV/VIDEO

INFORMATION AND TV/VIDEO
UF: New International Information Order
: Information society

INFORMATION FLOW
RT: News flow

INFORMATION ON TV/VIDEO
RT: Current affairs on TV
: News programmes
: Public information programmes
: Publishing and TV/video

Information society
USE: INFORMATION AND TV/VIDEO

Information Technology
Advisory Panel Report
USE: REPORTS, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY PANEL

INSERTION EFFECTS
UF: Colour separation overlay
BT: Electronic special effects

INSURANCE AND TV

INSURANCE, TV

INTELLECTUALS ON TV
UF: Academics on TV
: Experts on TV
BT: Personalities on TV

INTERACTIVE TV
RT: Home shopping services
: Participation

INTERACTIVE VIDEO

INTERCOM SYSTEMS
BT: Production technology

INTERNAL CENSORSHIP
UF: Self censorship
BT: Censorship

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS ON TV
NT: Current affairs on TV

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING
UF: Cross border distribution
: Multinational broadcasting
BT: Broadcasting
RT: Distribution

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING CONVENTION AWARD
BT: Awards

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
RT: Coproduction

INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE
RT: Programme exchange

International standardization
USE: STANDARDS

INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING, USE OF TV IN

INTERVIEW PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: Talk shows
INTERVIEWING

INTERVISION
BT: Networking, international

INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM ON TV
BT: Television journalism

JACK THE RIPPER ON TV
BT: Criminal personalities on TV

JACKSON [JESSE] ON TV
BT: Political personalities on TV

JAMES CAMERON MEMORIAL LECTURE
BT: Lectures

JAZZ ON TV
BT: Music on TV

JEWS ON TV
UF: Anti-semitism on TV
BT: Racial stereotypes on TV

JOHN-PAUL II (POPE) ON TV
BT: Religious personalities on TV

Journalism
USE: TELEVISION JOURNALISM

Journalists
USE: TELEVISION JOURNALISTS

JOURNALISTS ON TV
RT: Newspapers on TV
: Television journalists

Juries
USE: FESTIVAL JURIES

Juvenile delinquency and TV
USE: DELINQUENCY AND TV

KENNEDY FAMILY ON TV
BT: Personalities on TV

KENNEDY [JOHN F.] ON TV
BT: Political personalities on TV

Kinescope
USE: FACE PLATE CINEMATOGRAPHY

KOREAN WAR ON TV
BT: War on TV

L.P.TV
USE: LOW POWER TV

LABOUR
UP: Recruitment
NT: Restrictive practices
: Staffing levels
RT: Contracts
: Strikes
: Trade unions
: Workers in TV

Labour relations
USE: INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

LANGUAGE AND TV
RT: BABEL
: "Bad language" on TV
: Linguistics
: Minority culture
: broadcasting
: Minority language
: programmes

LANGUAGE TEACHING PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
NT: Literacy teaching
: programmes
RT: Educational TV

LARGE SCREEN DISPLAY
BT: Display systems

LASER DISCS
RT: Videodiscs

LASERS

LATE NIGHT TV
BT: Hours of broadcasting
Latin Americans on TV
BT: Racial stereotypes on TV
RT: Hispanics on TV

LAW AND TV/VIDEO
RT: Legislation

LAWSUITS
BT: Legislation
NT: Trials on TV

LAWYERS ON TV
BT: Careers on TV

LEAD-IN PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres

Learning
USE: VISUAL LEARNING

LECTURES
(If material deals with a specific lecture, use name of lecture, e.g.: MACTAGGART LECTURE, followed by year)
NT: Fleming Memorial lecture
: Independent Broadcasting Authority lecture
: James Cameron Memorial Lecture
: MacTaggart lecture
: Richard Dimbleby lecture
: Schoenberg lecture
: Silvanus P. Thompson lecture

LECTURES, TELEVISIONED
UF: Talks, televised

Ledicon
USE: PHOTO-CO nductive TUBES

LEGISLATION
NT: Contracts
: Copyright
: Lawsuits
: Performers' rights
: Quotas
RT: Censorship
: Government control
: Law and TV/video
: State and TV

LEGISLATION FOR CHILDREN
RT: Children and TV

LENSES
BT: Cameras
NT: Zoom lenses

Levy
USE: TAXES

LIBRARIES, TV
NT: Cataloguing and classification of TV programmes
RT: Archives & institutes, TV
: Collections of programmes
: Documentation

LIBRARIES, TV BOOK
NT: Literature, TV

LIBRARIES, VIDEO

LICENSES
(i.e. to own sets, receive programmes)
BT: Financing

Licenses to broadcast
USE: FRANCHISES

LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
UF: Give-away shows
: Variety
RT: Comedy programmes
: Games shows
: Quiz programmes
: "Reality" shows

LIGHTING
BT: Television photography

LINGUISTICS
UF: Discourse analysis
RT: Language and TV

LITERACY AND TV

LITERACY TEACHING PROGRAMMES
UF: Illiteracy
BT: Language teaching programmes
: Programme genres

Literary adaptations
USE: ADAPTATIONS
LITERATURE AND TV
UF: Reading and TV
RT: Adaptations
  : Bestsellers
  : Theatre and TV
Literature copyright
USE: COPYRIGHT

LITERATURE ON TV
RT: Book programmes

LITERATURE, TV
UF: Books, TV
BT: Libraries, TV book
NT: Cataloguing and classification of TV literature
  : Periodicals

LIVE BROADCASTING
BT: Production

Lobbyists
USE: PRESSURE GROUPS

LOCAL TV
UF: Hotel TV
NT: Community TV
RT: Regional TV

LOCATION PRODUCTION
BT: Production

LOCATIONS
BT: Television photography

Logica report
USE: REPORTS. LOGICA

LOGOTYPES
UF: "Logos"
RT: Companies

LOW INCOME PEOPLE ON TV
BT: Social groups on TV

LOW POWER TV
UF: L.P. TV
BT: Signal distribution

LOW POWER TV STATIONS

LOW QUALITY BROADCASTING
UF: Tabloid TV
  : Trash TV
RT: Quality broadcasting

M3.V.D.S.
USE: MILLIMETRE-WAVE MULTI-CHANNEL MULTIPoint VIDEO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

M.D.S.
USE: MULTIPoint DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

M.M.D.S.
USE: MULTI-CHANNEL MULTIPoint DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
  : MULTIPoint MICROWAVE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

M.V.D.S.
USE: MICROWAVE VIDEO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

MAC
USE: COLOUR SYSTEMS

MacBride report
USE: REPORTS. UNESCO INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION FOR THE STUDY OF COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS

MACTAGGART LECTURE
(by year)
BT: Lectures

MAGAZINE PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
NT: Film magazine programmes

MAGICIANS ON TV

Maitland Commission Report
USE: REPORTS. MAITLAND COMMISSION

MAKE-UP
RT: Special effects
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANAGEMENT</th>
<th>MEDIA JOURNALISM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UP: Business management</td>
<td>RT: Television journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manning levels</td>
<td>: Television on TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: STAFFING LEVELS</td>
<td>MEDIA LITERACY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing video</td>
<td>UP: Visual literacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: HOME VIDEO MARKETING</td>
<td>RT: Perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markets</td>
<td>MEDIA ON TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: TRADE FAIRS</td>
<td>RT: Television on TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARRIAGE ON TV</td>
<td>Media politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT: Family on TV</td>
<td>USE: POLITICS AND TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Human relations on TV</td>
<td>Media studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Weddings on TV</td>
<td>USE: EDUCATION, TV/VIDEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>: RESEARCH, TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARXISM AND TV</td>
<td>MEDICAL PROGRAMMES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT: Politics and TV</td>
<td>BT: Programme genres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass communications</td>
<td>RT: Health education programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: COMMUNICATIONS</td>
<td>MEDICINE AND TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass media</td>
<td>RT: Diseases on TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: MEDIA</td>
<td>MEDICINE, USE OF TV IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASTER CONTROL</td>
<td>MELODRAMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT: Studios, TV</td>
<td>RT: Dramas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT: Vision mixing and switching</td>
<td>MEMORABILIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASTS AND TOWERS</td>
<td>RT: Sociology of TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT: Transmitters</td>
<td>MEN ON TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy [Joseph R.] ON TV</td>
<td>RT: Sex on TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT: Political personalities on TV</td>
<td>: Women on TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIA</td>
<td>Mentally handicapped and TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: MEDIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: Mass media</td>
<td>USE: HANDICAPPED AND TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT: Communications</td>
<td>MERCHANDISING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Multi-media</td>
<td>: Product merchandising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media analysis</td>
<td>RT: Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: COMPANY FINANCE</td>
<td>: Publicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIA CONSULTANCY</td>
<td>: Shopping by TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIA DEVELOPMENTS</td>
<td>: Spin-offs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: New media</td>
<td>METHODOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT: Media</td>
<td>MÉTIS AND TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT: Equipment</td>
<td>BT: Race and TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Technical developments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MIAMI
BT: Places of production

MICROPHONES
BT: Sound equipment

MICROWAVE LINKS
BT: Transmission

MICROWAVE VIDEO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
UF: M.V.D.S.
BT: Transmission

MIKE HAMMER ON TV
BT: Fictional personalities on TV

Military operations on TV
USE: WAR ON TV

MILLIMETRE-WAVE MULTI-CHANNEL MULTIPONT VIDEO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
UF: M3.V.D.S.

MINI DOCUMENTARIES
RT: Documentaries

Mini-series
USE: SERIALS

MINORITY CULTURE BROADCASTING
UF: Ethnic broadcasting
NT: Hispanic-American broadcasting
RT: Community programming
: Immigrants, programmes for
: Independent and multicultural Broadcasting Corporation
: Language and TV
: Minority language programmes
: Social groups and TV

MINORITY CULTURE VIDEO

Minority groups on TV
USE: SOCIAL GROUPS ON TV

MINORITY INTEREST PROGRAMMES
UF: Specialty programmes
BT: Programme genres

MINORITY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: Language and TV
: Minority culture broadcasting

MISTAKES ON TV
UF: Bloopers on TV

Mobile units
USE: OUTSIDE BROADCASTING

MODULATION METHODS
UF: A.M.
: F.M.
BT: Transmission

Moguls
USE: ENTREPRENEURS

Moinot report
USE: REPORTS. MOINOT

Money programmes
USE: ECONOMICS PROGRAMMES

MONITORING OF PROGRAMMES

MONITORS
BT: Reception

MONOCHROME TV
UF: Black and white TV

MONOPOLIES
BT: Industry
RT: Ownership

Morality and TV
USE: ETHICS AND TV

MORNING TV
BT: Hours of broadcasting
RT: Breakfast TV

MOTOR RACING ON TV
BT: Sport on TV

MOTORING PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: Automobiles on TV

MOUNTAINEERING PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: High altitude video
MULTI-CHANNEL MULTIPoint DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
UF: M.M.D.S.

MULTI-MEDIA
RT: Media

Multi-media publishing
USE: PUBLISHING AND TV/VIDEO

Multi-national broadcasting
USE: INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING

Multi-nationals and TV
USE: BUSINESS ENTERPRISES AND TV

Multi-nationals, use of TV in
USE: BUSINESS ENTERPRISES, USE OF TV IN

MULTIPLEX TELECINE
BT: Telecine

MULTIPoint DISTRIBUTION SERVICES
UF: M.D.S.
BT: Pay TV

MULTIPoint microwave DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
UF: M.M.D.S.
BT: Pay TV

MULTISCREEN
BT: Display systems

Murder on TV
USE: CRIME ON TV

MUSEUMS
BT: Archives & institutes, TV

Music copyright
USE: COPYRIGHT

MUSIC ON TV
NT: Jazz on TV
: Pop music on TV
: Rock music on TV
RT: Orchestras
: Singers on TV

MUSIC PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: Dance programmes
: Opera programmes

MUSIC, TV
NT: Composers

MUSICALS

Narration
USE: COMMENTARY

NARRATIVE
BT: Aesthetics

NARROWCASTING
RT: Broadcasting

NATIONAL CONTENT
RT: Programme content

NATIONAL CULTURE AND TV
UF: Cultural imperialism
RT: Patriotism and TV

National Institute of Mental Health Report [USA]
USE: REPORTS. NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH [USA]

National stereotypes on TV
USE: RACIAL STEREOTYPES ON TV

NATIONALISM AND TV

NATURAL HISTORY PROGRAMMES
UF: Wild life programmes
BT: Programme genres
RT: Travel programmes

NAZIS ON TV
BT: Social groups on TV

NEGROES ON TV
BT: Racial stereotypes on TV
RT: Blacks on TV

NETWORK TV
BT: Industry, TV
RT: Cable networks
OBITUARIES

OBITUARY PROGRAMMES
BT: Biographical programmes

Obscenity on TV
USE: PORNOGRAPHY ON TV

OFF NETWORK HOURS
BT: Hours of broadcasting

OFF PEAK
BT: Hours of broadcasting
RT: Programme policy

OLYMPICS ON TV
BT: Sport on TV

ON TV
(Subject shown in various ways in TV programmes,
e.g.: POLITICS ON TV. The coverage of countries on
TV can also be denoted,
e.g.: FRANCE ON TV)

Open access
USE: ACCESS

OPEN COLLEGE
BT: Educational TV. UK

OPEN UNIVERSITY
BT: University of the air
RT: Adult education programmes

OPERA AND TV
RT: Stage productions, televised

OPERA PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: Music programmes

Opinion polls
USE: VIEWER RESEARCH

ORACLE
BT: Data broadcasting

ORCHESTRAS
RT: Music on TV

ORGANIZATIONAL LIFE ON TV
BT: Society on TV
RT: Industry on TV

ORGANIZATIONS
UF: Associations
NT: Independent organizations
RT: Pressure groups

Orthicon
USE: PHOTO-EMISSIVE TUBES

OUTSIDE BROADCASTING
UF: Mobile units
BT: Production

Overseas broadcasting
USE: EXTERNAL BROADCASTING

OVERSPILL
UF: Spill-over
RT: Reception:
Satellite broadcasting
Transfrontier broadcasting

OWNERSHIP
BT: Industry, TV
RT: Monopolies

PARLIAMENTARY BROADCASTS
BT: Current affairs on TV
RT: Politics and TV

PARODY
BT: Aesthetics

Part Report
USE: REPORTS. PART

PARTICIPATION
RT: Access:
Audience participation
Interactive TV
Phone-in programmes

Party political programmes
USE: POLITICAL PROGRAMMES

PATENTS
PATRIOTISM AND TV
RT: National culture and TV

PAY TV
BT: Financing

NT: Multichannel multipoint distribution services
: Multipoint distribution services
RT: Cable TV
: Subscription tv

PEACE AND TV
UF: Anti-war and TV
RT: War and TV

Peacock Report
USE: REPORTS. PEACOCK

Peat Marwick Report
USE: REPORTS. PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL

People meters
USE: VIEWER RESEARCH METHODS

PERCEPTION
UF: Comprehension
: Recall
: Visual perception
BT: Aesthetics
RT: Media literacy
: Psychological effects of TV
: Viewers
: Visual learning

PERFORMERS
BT: Workers in TV
NT: Actors
: Comedians
: Extras
: Singers on TV

PERFORMERS' RIGHTS
BT: Legislation

PERIODICALS
BT: Literature, TV
NT: Programme journals
RT: Video magazines

PERRY MASON ON TV
BT: Fictional personalities on TV

PERSONALITIES ON TV
(If material deals with the appearance or portrayal of a specific personality, use name of personality, e.g.: FROST (DAVID] ON TV)
UF: Celebrities on TV
NT: Biographical programmes
: Criminal personalities on TV
: Fictional personalities on TV
: Historical personalities on TV
: Intellectuals on TV
: Political personalities on TV
: Religious personalities on TV
: Scientists on TV
RT: Stars

Personnel in TV
USE: WORKERS IN TV

PETER WIMSEY ON TV
BT: Fictional personalities on TV

PHONE-IN PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: Participation

PHOTO-CONDUCTIVE TUBES
UF: Ledicon
: Plumbicon
: Vidicon
BT: Imaging systems

PHOTO-EMISSIVE TUBES
UF: Iconoscope
: Orthicon
BT: Imaging systems

PHOTOGRAPHY
UF: Still photography
RT: Television photography
: Video photography
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF TV
   UF: Effects of TV
       : Eyestrain

Pilkington Report
   USE: REPORTS. PILKINGTON

PILOT PROGRAMMES
   BT: Programme genres
   RT: Serials and series

PIRACY
   RT: Copyright

PIRATE COPIES
   RT: Collections
       : Copyright

PLACE ON TV
   NT: Africa on TV
       : Cities on TV
       : Countries on TV
   RT: Geographical areas on TV

PLACES OF PRODUCTION
   BT: Sociology of TV
   NT: Hollywood
       : Miami
       : New York

Plays into TV drama
   USE: ADAPTATIONS

Plays on TV
   USE: DRAMAS

PLEDGES
   BT: Financing
   RT: Public broadcasting

Plumbicon
   USE: PHOTO-CONDUCTIVE TUBES

POETRY ON TV
   RT: Arts programmes

POLICE AND TV

POLICE ON TV
   RT: Detectives on TV

POLITICAL DRAMAS
   BT: Dramas
   RT: Political programmes

Political interference
   USE: STATE AND TV

POLITICAL MOVEMENTS AND TV
   NT: Capitalism and TV
       : Communism and TV
       : Fascism and TV
       : Socialism and TV

POLITICAL PERSONALITIES ON TV
   (If material deals with
    the appearance or
    portrayal of a specific
    political personality,
    use name of personality)
   BT: Personalities on TV
   NT: Bush [George] on TV
       : Jackson [Jesse] on TV
       : Kennedy [John F.] on TV
       : Kennedy family on TV
       : McCarthy [Joseph R.] on TV
       : Nixon [Richard M.] on TV
       : Thatcher [Margaret] on TV
   RT: Historical personalities
       on TV

POLITICAL PROGRAMMES
   UF: Budget programmes
       : Party political
       programmes
   BT: Programme genres
   RT: Election programmes
       : Political dramas

POLITICAL VIDEOS
   BT: Video genres

POLITICS AND TV
   UF: Media politics
   RT: Blacklisting
       : Censorship
       : Democracy and TV
       : Demonstrations and TV
       : E.E.C. and TV
       : Economics and TV
       : Hostages and TV
       : Ideology and TV
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PRIVATE CABLE TV
RT: Cable TV
: Satellite broadcasting

PRIVATE COLLECTIONS
BT: Collections

PRIVATE TV
BT: Industry, TV
RT: Commercial TV
: Independent TV stations
PRIX ITALIA
(by year)
BT: Awards. Italy

PRIX JEUNESSE
BT: Awards. German Federal Republic

Problems
USE: SOCIAL PROBLEMS

PRODUCERS
BT: Workers in TV

PRODUCING
(i.e. the role of the producer)

Product merchandising
USE: MERCHANDISING

Production companies
USE: COMPANIES

PRODUCTION COSTS
BT: Costs
NT: Budgeting

PRODUCTION DEALS
BT: Financing

PRODUCTION PLANS
BT: Production

PRODUCTION
(If material deals with the TV output of a specific country, use name of country; for material dealing with centres or areas of production see PLACES OF PRODUCTION)
BT: Industry, TV

NT: Casting
: Design
: Filming for TV
: Live broadcasting
: Location production
: Outside broadcasting
: Post production
: Presentation
: Production plans
: Production technology
: Programme research
: Videomaking
RT: Catering
: Commissioning
: Programme tendering

PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY
BT: Production
NT: Analogue technology
: Automation and TV
: Digital technology
: Electronic Field Production (EFP)
: Electronic News Gathering (ENG)
: Imaging systems
: Intercom systems
: Satellite news gathering
: Signal processing
: Sound
: Special effects
: Vertical blanking interval
RT: Engineering
: Equipment
: Studios, TV

PROFESSIONS ON TV
(If material deals with a specific profession, use name of profession, e.g.: DOCTORS ON TV)
RT: Social groups on TV

Profit
USE: INCOME

Programme availability
USE: SALE OF FILMS AND PROGRAMMES

PROGRAMME CHOICE
UF: Diversity
Programme companies
USE: COMPANIES

PROGRAMME COMPLAINTS
UF: Complaints
"Right to reply"
RT: Access
Accountability
organizations
Viewers

PROGRAMME CONTENT
UF: Content analysis
NT: National content

PROGRAMME EXCHANGE
RT: International cooperation

PROGRAMME GENRES
(If material deals with a
specific genre, use name
of genre)
UF: Genres
NT: Adult education
programmes
Agricultural programmes
Anthropological
programmes
Arts programmes
Background programmes
Beauty contest programmes
Biographical programmes
Book programmes
Business programmes
Children, programmes for
Children, programmes made
by
Christmas programmes
Civil war programmes
Comedy programmes
Compilation programmes
Computer programmes
Consumer programmes
Cookery programmes
Crime dramas
Cultural programmes
Current affairs
programmes
Dance programmes
Daytime programmes
Discussion programmes
Documentaries
Dramas
Ecology programmes
Economics programmes

: Election programmes
: Exploitation programmes
: Factual entertainment
programmes
: Fashion programmes
: Games shows
: Gardening programmes
: Health education
programmes
: History programmes
: Holiday programmes
: Horror dramas
: Interview programmes
: Language teaching
programmes
: Lead-in programmes
: Literacy teaching
programmes
: Magazine programmes
: Medical programmes
: Mini-documentaries
: Minority interest
programmes
: Minority language
programmes
: Motoring programmes
: Music programmes
: Natural history
programmes
: News programmes
: Non-fiction programmes
: Opera programmes
: Phone-in programmes
: Pilot programmes
: Political programmes
: Public information
programmes
: Puppet programmes
: Quiz programmes
"Reality" shows
Religious programmes
Science programmes
Science-fiction
programmes
Social action programmes
Social affairs programmes
Spin-off programmes
Sports programmes
Talent shows
Talk shows
Therapy programmes
Travel programmes
Viewer response
programmes
War programmes
PROGRAMME JOURNALS
BT: Periodicals
RT: Publicity

PROGRAMME POLICY
UF: Programming
RT: Off peak
: Prime time

PROGRAMME RESEARCH
BT: Production
RT: Research, TV

Programme scheduling
USE:SCHEDULING

PROGRAMME STRIPPING
RT: Hours of broadcasting
: Scheduling

PROGRAMME TENDERING
UF: Tendering
BT: Independent production
RT: Production

PROGRAMMES
RT: Home video

Programmes into films
USE:ADAPTATIONS

Programming
USE:PROGRAMME POLICY

PROJECT CENSORED
BT: Censorship

PROJECTS, TV

Promotion spots
USE:TRAILERS

PROMOTIONAL VIDEOS
UF: Video clips
RT: Commercials
: Pop music on TV

PROMPTER
UF: Autocue
: Cue cards
: Teleprompter

PROPAGANDA ON TV
RT: Politics on TV

PROPERTIES
BT: Design
RT: Sets

PROPERTY MEN
UF: Props men
BT: Workers in TV

Props men
USE:PROPERTY MEN

PSYCHOANALYSIS AND TV
RT: Psychology and TV

PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF TV
UF: Communications theory
: Fear
: Influence of TV
NT: Children, effects of TV on
: Subliminal effects
: Young people, effects of TV on
RT: Aesthetics
: Delinquency and TV
: Perception
: Visual learning

PSYCHOLOGY AND TV
NT: Dreams and TV
RT: Psychoanalysis and TV
: Sociology and TV

Public access
USE:ACCESS

Public affairs on TV
USE:CURRENT AFFAIRS ON TV

PUBLIC BROADCASTING
UF: Public service broadcasting
: Public television
BT: Industry, TV
RT: Commercial TV
: Pledges
PUBLIC INFORMATION PROGRAMMES
UF: Advice programmes
BT: Programme genres
RT: Information on TV

PUBLIC RELATIONS
UF: Corporate image
BT: Advertising
RT: Publicity

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS
UF: Announcements

Public television
USE: PUBLIC BROADCASTING

PUBLICISTS
BT: Workers in TV

PUBLICITY
UF: Advertising of TV
NT: Home video marketing
: Stills
: Trailers
RT: Merchandising
: Programme journals
: Public relations
: Spin-offs

PUBLISHING AND TV/VIDEO
UF: Electronic publishing
: Multi-media publishing
RT: Data broadcasting
: Information and TV

PUPPET CHARACTERS ON TV
NT: Chipmunks
BT: Cartoon characters on TV

PUPPET PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: Animated programmes

PURCHASE OF FILMS AND PROGRAMMES
(by country of buyer)
UF: Bidding
RT: Export and import of TV/video
: Sale of films and programmes

QUALITY BROADCASTING
BT: Broadcasting
RT: Aesthetics
: Low quality broadcasting

QUIZ PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: Light entertainment

QUOTAS
BT: Legislation

RACE AND TV
UF: Ethnic groups and TV
NT: Australian aborigines and TV
: Blacks and TV
: Métis and TV
RT: Social groups and TV

RACIAL PROBLEMS AND TV
UF: Apartheid and TV
RT: Social problems and TV

RACIAL PROBLEMS ON TV
RT: Social problems on TV

RACIAL STEREOTYPES ON TV
UF: National stereotypes on TV
NT: American Indians on TV
: Appalachians on TV
: Arabs on TV
: Asians on TV
: Blacks on TV
: Hispanics on TV
: Jews on TV
: Latin Americans on TV
: Negroes on TV
RT: Social groups on TV
: Type characters on TV

RADIO AND TV

RADIOVISION

RATING FOR TV
UF: Certification
RT: Censorship
RATINGS
UF: Audience measurement
BT: Viewer research
RT: Advertising

Reading and TV
USE: LITERATURE AND TV

REALISM ON TV
BT: Aesthetics
RT: Vérité

"REALITY" SHOWS
(i.e. using "real" people)
BT: Programme genres
RT: Light entertainment

Recall
USE: PERCEPTION

RECEIVERS
BT: Reception
RT: Home equipment

Reception
USE: PERCEPTION
(i.e. human response to TV)

RECEPTION
BT: Transmission
NT: Community antennae
: Monitors
: Receivers
RT: Display systems
: Image quality
: Overspill

Reconstructions
USE: DOCUMENTARY DRAMAS

RECORDERS, SOUND
UF: Tape recorders
BT: Sound equipment

RECORDS
UF: Gramophone records

Red Indians on TV
USE: AMERICAN INDIANS ON TV

REGIONAL TV
RT: Local TV
: Overseas broadcasting

REGIONAL VIDEO
RT: Video centres

Regulation
USE: GOVERNMENT CONTROL

REHEARSING
BT: Direction

RELEASE PROBLEMS
RT: Censorship

RELIGION AND TV
UF: Church and TV

RELIGIOUS PERSONALITIES ON TV
(if material deals with a specific religious personality, use name of personality)
BT: Personalities on TV
NT: John-Paul II (Pope) on TV

RELIGIOUS PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres

REMAKES
RT: Versions

REMOTE CONTROL
RT: Viewing behaviour

Rent of equipment
USE: HIRE OF EQUIPMENT

REPEATS
UF: Reruns

Reporters
USE: TELEVISION JOURNALISTS

Reporting
USE: TELEVISION JOURNALISM

REPORTS
(If material deals with a specific report, use name of report. For annual reports, use name of organization)

NT: Reports. Adam Smith Institute
 : Reports. Annan
 : Reports. Applebaum-Hébert
 : Reports. Baldi
: Reports. Bredin
: Reports. Caplan-Sauvageau
: Reports. Carnegie Report on Public Broadcasting (II)
: Reports. Cluzel
: Reports. Clyne
: Reports. Committee of Review of the Australian Broadcasting Commission
: Reports. Department of Communications [Canada]
: Reports. Department of Education and Science [UK]
: Reports. Fillion
: Reports. Fournier
: Reports. Giscard d'Estaing
: Reports. Goodall
: Alexander O'Hare
: Reports. Havlick and Steinmann
: Reports. Home Affairs Committee
: Reports. Hunt
: Reports. Information Technology Advisory Panel
: Reports. Logica
: Reports. Maitland Commission
: Reports. Moinot
: Reports. National Institute of Mental Health [USA]
: Reports. Part
: Reports. Peacock
: Reports. Peat, Marwick, Mitchell
: Reports. Phillips
: Reports. Pilkington
: Reports. Pragnell
: Reports. Roper
: Reports. Royal Commission of Inquiry [New Zealand]
: Reports. Sims
: Reports. UNESCO International Commission for the Study of Communication Problems
: Reports. Wilson Committee (III)
: Reports. Windlesham
: Reports. Wyatt

Reruns
USE: REPEATS

RESEARCH, TV
UF: Media studies
: Television studies
NT: Viewer research
RT: Programme research

RESEARCHERS
BT: Workers in TV

Residuals
USE: ROYALTIES

RESTRICTIVE PRACTICES
BT: Labour
RT: Trade unions

RETROSPECTIVES

Revenue
USE: FINANCING

REVIVALS
UF: Come-back

REVOLUTION AND TV
RT: Politics and TV

RICHARD DIMBLEBY LECTURE
(by year)
BT: Lectures

"Right to reply"
USE: PROGRAMME COMPLAINTS

Riots on TV
USE: SOCIAL PROBLEMS ON TV

Robot cameras
USE: AUTOMATION AND TV

ROCK MUSIC ON TV/VIDEO
BT: Music on TV

Roper Report
USE: REPORTS. ROPER

Royal Commission of Inquiry
[New Zealand] Report
USE: REPORTS. ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY [NEW ZEALAND]
ROYALTIES
  UF: Residuals
  BT: Copyright
  RT: Fees

ROYALTY AND TV

RUGBY ON TV
  BT: Sport on TV

RURAL COMMUNITIES AND TV
  BT: Social groups and TV

RURAL LIFE ON TV
  RT: Social groups on TV

S.A.P.
  USE: SECOND AUDIO PROGRAM

S.T.V.
  USE: SUBSCRIPTION TV

SADISM ON TV
  RT: Violence on TV

Safety education programmes
  USE: HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAMMES

SAILING ON TV
  BT: Sport on TV

SALARIES
  UF: Wages
  RT: Fees

SALE OF FILMS AND PROGRAMMES
  (by country of seller)
  BT: Distribution
  NT: Barter
  RT: Export and import of TV/video
    : Purchase of films and programmes
    : Syndication

SATELLITE BROADCASTING
  RT: Direct broadcasting services
    : Home satellite reception
    : Overspill
    : Private cable TV

Satellite delivery services
  USE: NETWORKING, INTERNATIONAL

SATELLITE EARTH STATIONS

SATELLITE NEWS GATHERING
  BT: Production technology

SATELLITES
  BT: Telecommunication
  NT: Transponders
  RT: Industry, satellite transmitters

SATIRE ON TV
  RT: Humour on TV

SCANNING
  BT: Signal processing

SCHEDULING
  UF: Charts
    : Programme scheduling
  RT: Programme stripping

Schools on TV
  USE: EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS ON TV

SCHOOLS, TV
  BT: Education, TV
  RT: Courses, TV

Schools, TV
  USE: EDUCATIONAL TV

Schools, use of TV in
  USE: EDUCATION, USE OF TV IN

SCIENCE-FICTION PROGRAMMES
  BT: Programme genres
  RT: Utopianism on TV

SCIENCE ON TV
  UF: Popular science on TV

SCIENCE PROGRAMMES
  BT: Programme genres

SCIENCE, USE OF TV IN

SCIENTISTS ON TV
  BT: Personalities on TV

Scrambling
  USE: CODING
SCRIPT EDITING

SCRIPTS, UNREALIZED

SCRIPTWRITERS
UF: Writers
BT: Workers in TV

SCRIPTWRITING
NT: Dialogue
 : Story boards
RT: Adaptations
 : Authorship

SECOND AUDIO PROGRAM
UF: S.A.P.
BT: Sound equipment

SECURITY SERVICE
RT: Cable TV

SEGMENTATION
BT: Advertising
RT: Hours of broadcasting

SELECTIVE VIEWING
BT: Viewing behaviour

Self censorship
USE: INTERNAL CENSORSHIP

SEMANTICS
BT: Aesthetics

SEMIpLOGY
BT: Aesthetics

SEQUELS
RT: Spin-off programmes

SERIALS
UF: Mini-series
BT: Serials and series
RT: Dramas

SERIALS AND SERIES
NT: Serials
 : Series
RT: Pilot programmes

SERIES
UF: Themed series
BT: Serials and series
NT: Soap operas
RT: Dramas

Servicing
USE: EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

SETS
BT: Design
RT: Properties

Sets, TV
USE: RECEIVERS

SEX AND TV
UF: Gender and TV
RT: Pornography and TV

SEX ON TV
UF: Gender roles
 : Sex roles
 : Sexism
RT: Censorship
 : Eroticism on TV
 : Men on TV
 : Pornography on TV
 : Women on TV

Sex roles on TV
USE: SEX ON TV

Sexism on TV
USE: SEX ON TV

SHADOKS
BT: Cartoon characters on TV

SHADOW MASK TUBE
BT: Telerecording

Shelters
USE: TAXES

SHERLOCK HOLMES ON TV
BT: Fictional personalities on TV

SHIPS, USE OF TV ON
SHOENBERG LECTURE
(by year)
BT: Lectures

SHOPPING BY TV
RT: Merchandising

SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION
NT: Direct transmission
   : High definition TV
   : Low power TV

SIGNAL PROCESSING
BT: Production technology
NT: Bandwidth
   : Coding
   : Colour systems
   : Compatibility
   : Scanning
   : Standards conversion
   : Synchronization
   : Transfer characters
RT: Vertical blanking interval

SILVANUS P. THOMPSON LECTURE
BT: Lectures

Sims Report
USE: REPORTS. SIMS

SINGERS ON TV
BT: Performers
RT: Music on TV

SINGLE PLAYS
BT: Dramas

Sitcoms
USE: COMEDY PROGRAMMES

SKIING ON TV
BT: Sport on TV

SNOOKER ON TV
BT: Sport on TV

SNOW WHITE ON TV
BT: Cartoon characters on TV

SOAP OPERAS
BT: Series

SOAP OPERAS. BRAZIL
UF: Telenovelas

SOCIAL ACTION PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres
RT: Consumer programmes

SOCIAL AFFAIRS PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres

SOCIAL CHANGE AND TV

Social classes and TV
USE: SOCIETY AND TV

Social classes on TV
USE: SOCIETY ON TV

Social effects of TV
USE: SOCIOLOGY AND TV

SOCIAL GROUPS AND TV
NT: Aged and TV
   : Rural communities and TV
   : Students and TV
   : Women and TV
   : Young people and TV
RT: Minority culture
   : Broadcasting
   : Race and TV

SOCIAL GROUPS ON TV
UF: Minority groups on TV
NT: Aged on TV
   : Children on TV
   : Handicapped on TV
   : Low income people on TV
   : Men on TV
   : Nazis on TV
   : Students on TV
   : War veterans on TV
   : Women on TV
   : Workers on TV
   : Young people on TV
RT: Professions on TV
   : Racial stereotypes on TV
   : Rural life on TV
   : Type characters on TV

SOCIAL PROBLEMS AND TV
NT: Population control and TV
   : Unemployment and TV
RT: Ethics and TV
   : Racial problems and TV
SOCIAL PROBLEMS ON TV
  UF: Riots on TV
  NT: Environmental issues on TV
  RT: Controversial issues on TV
      : Racial problems on TV

SOCIAL REALISM AND TV

SOCIALISM AND TV
  BT: Political movements and TV

SOCIETY AND TV/VIDEO
  UF: Influence of TV/Video
      : Social classes and TV
  NT: Viewers

SOCIETY ON TV
  UF: Class conflict on TV
      : Social classes on TV
      : Working class on TV
  NT: Human relations on TV
      : Organizational life on TV
      : Social groups on TV
      : Type characters on TV

SOCIOTOLOGY AND TV
  UF: Social effects of TV
  BT: Psychology and TV

SOCIOLOGY OF TV
  NT: Fans
      : Places of production
      : Stars
  RT: Memorabilia
      : Television on TV
      : Workers in TV

SOUND
  BT: Production technology
  NT: Sound editing
      : Sound effects
      : Sound recording
      : Speech
      : Stereophony

SOUND EDITING
  BT: Sound
  RT: Editing

SOUND EFFECTS
  BT: Sound
  RT: Special effects

SOUND EQUIPMENT
  BT: Equipment
  NT: Microphones
      : Recorders, sound
      : Second audio program

SOUND RECORDING
  BT: Sound
  NT: Dubbing

SPACE FILMING
  BT: Television photography

SPACE TRAVEL ON TV

SPECIAL EFFECTS
  BT: Production technology
  NT: Electronic special effects
  RT: Animation
      : Make up
      : Sound effects

Specialty programmes
USE: MINORITY INTEREST PROGRAMMES

SPEECH
  BT: Sound
  RT: Dialogue

Spill-over
USE: OVERSPILL

SPIN-OFF PROGRAMMES
  (programmes derived from earlier programmes, usually by means of the appropriation of characters)
  BT: Programme genres
  RT: Sequels

SPIN-OFFS
  RT: Book of the film/programme
      : Merchandising
      : Publicity

SPONSORED FILMS AND PROGRAMMES

SPONSORSHIP
  BT: Advertising
  RT: Financing
SPORT AND TV

SPORT ON TV
NT: American football on TV
 : Athletics on TV
 : Baseball on TV
 : Boxing on TV
 : Commonwealth games on TV
 : Cricket on TV
 : Cycling on TV
 : Football on TV
 : Golf on TV
 : Gymnastics on TV
 : Horse-racing on TV
 : Motor racing on TV
 : Olympics on TV
 : Rugby on TV
 : Sailing on TV
 : Skiing on TV
 : Snooker on TV
 : Tennis on TV
 : Winter sports on TV
 : Wrestling on TV
 : Yachting on TV

SPORTS PRESENTERS
UF: Commentators
BT: Presenters

SPORTS PROGRAMMES
BT: Programme genres

STAFFING LEVELS
BT: Labour

STAGE PRODUCTIONS, TELEVISIONED
UF: Theatre productions, televised
RT: Opera and TV

STANDARDS
UF: International standardization
 : Technical standards

STANDARDS CONVERSION
BT: Signal processing
NT: Digital conversion systems

STARS
BT: Sociology of TV
RT: Actors
 : Personalities on TV

STATE AND TV
UF: Government policies
 : Political interference
RT: Censorship
 : Freedom of communication
 : Government control
 : Legislation
 : Politics and TV

State TV
USE: GOVERNMENT CONTROL

Stations
USE: COMPANIES

STATISTICS

STEREOPHONY
BT: Sound

STEREOSCOPIC TV
UF: 3-D television

STEREOSCOPIC VIDEO
BT: Video photography

Stereotypes on TV
USE: TYPE CHARACTERS ON TV

Still photography
USE: PHOTOGRAPHY

STILLS
BT: Publicity

STOCK MARKET AND TV
RT: Economics and TV

STOP-MOTION ANIMATION
BT: Animation

Storage of video
USE: PRESERVATION OF FILM AND VIDEO

STORYBOARDS
BT: Scriptwriting

STRIKES
BT: Industrial disputes
RT: Labour

STRIKES ON TV
BT: Industrial relations on TV
STUDENTS AND TV
   BT: Social groups and TV
   RT: Young people and TV

STUDENTS ON TV
   BT: Social groups on TV
   RT: Young people on TV

STUDIO AUDIENCES
   UF: Audiences
   RT: Audience participation
   : Canned laughter
   : Warm-ups

STUDIOS, TV
   NT: Central control room
   : Master control
   RT: Buildings, TV
   : Equipment
   : Production technology

STUNTING
   RT: Acting

STUNTS
   RT: Actors

SUBLIMINAL EFFECTS
   BT: Psychological effects of TV

SUBSCRIPTION TV
   UF: S.T.V.
   BT: Financing
   RT: Pay TV

SUBTITLES
   BT: Titling

SUICIDE ON TV
   BT: Death on TV

Summer schools
   USE: COURSES, TV/VIDEO

SUPERMAN ON TV
   BT: Comic strip characters on TV

SUPERNATURAL ON TV

Support services
   USE: BROADCASTING SUPPORT SERVICES

Swearing on TV
   USE: "BAD LANGUAGE" ON TV

SYMBOLISM ON TV
   RT: Surrealism and TV

SYNCHRONIZATION
   BT: Signal processing

SYNDICATION
   NT: Barter syndications
   RT: Sale of films and programmes

TALENT SHOWS
   BT: Programme genres

TALK SHOWS
   UF: Chat shows
   BT: Programme genres
   RT: Discussion programmes
   : Interview programmes

Talks, televised
   USE: LECTURES, TELEvised

Tape recorders
   USE: RECORDERS, SOUND

TAXES
   UF: Levy
   : Shelters
   BT: Industry, TV
   RT: Government financing

TEACHERS ON TV
   BT: Type characters on TV

TEACHING MATERIALS
   BT: Education, TV

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS
   (i.e. engineering innovations, new devices etc.)
   BT: Equipment
   RT: Engineering
   : Media developments

Technical standards
   USE: STANDARDS
Teenagers
USE: YOUNG PEOPLE...

TELECINE
BT: Film and video transfer
NT: Multiplex telecine

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
BT: Communications
NT: Satellites

Teleconferencing
USE: CONFERENCING

Telefilms
USE: FILMS MADE FOR TV

Telenovelas
USE: SOAP OPERAS, BRAZIL

Teleprompter
USE: PROMPTER

TEGRERECORClING
BT: Film and video transfer
NT: Electron beam recording (E.B.R.)
  : Face plate cinematography
  : Shadow mask tube

Teleshopping
USE: HOME SHOPPING SERVICES

Teletext
USE: DATA BROADCASTING

TELEVIDEO
BT: Data broadcasting

TELEVISION AND THE CINEMA
RT: Film magazine programmes
  : Films made for TV
  : Films shown on TV

Television companies
USE: COMPANIES

TELEVISION IN FILMS

TELEVISION JOURNALISM
UF: Journalism
NT: Investigative journalism
RT: Foreign news on TV
  : Media journalism
  : News agencies
  : News gathering

TELEVISION JOURNALISTS
UF: Correspondents
  : Journalists
  : Reporters
BT: Workers in TV
RT: Current affairs on TV
  : Journalists on TV

TELEVISION ON TV
RT: Media journalism
  : Media on TV
  : Mistakes on TV
  : Sociology of TV

Television photographers
USE: CAMERAMEN/WOMEN

TELEVISION PHOTOGRAPHY
UF: Photography
NT: Aerial filming
  : Camera angles
  : Camera movement
  : Close-ups
  : Framing
  : Lighting
  : Locations
  : Space filming
RT: Video photography

TELEVISION SERVICES
UF: Facilities
  : Video services
NT: Hire of equipment
RT: Electronic news gathering
  : Post production

Television studies
USE: RESEARCH, TV

TELEVISION...
(as a general rule, for word combinations in which television is the first word, use second word, e.g.: DRAMAS. If second word used alone can be misunderstood, use second word followed by: , TV e.g.: WEEKS, TV)

TELEDON
BT: Data broadcasting
Tendering
  USE: PROGRAMME TENDERING

TENNIS ON TV
  BT: Sport on TV

TERRORISM AND TV
  RT: War and TV

Text generation
  USE: GRAPHICS

THEATRE AND TV/VIDEO
  UF: Video performance
  RT: Adaptations
    : Dance video
    : Literature and TV

Theatre productions, televised
  USE: STAGE PRODUCTIONS, TELEVISIONED

THEATRE, USE OF TV IN

Themed series
  USE: SERIES

Theory
  USE: AESTHETICS

THERAPY PROGRAMMES
  BT: Programme genres
  RT: Health education programmes

THESIS
  UF: Dissertations
  BT: Education, TV

THIRD WORLD AND TV
  RT: Developing countries and TV

THRILLERS
  BT: Dramas

TIME AND TV/VIDEO
  BT: Aesthetics

Time shifting
  USE: HOME VIDEO RECORDING

TITLING
  UF: Captions

NT: Credit titles
  : Dialogue titles
  : Subtitles
RT: Graphics

Tobacco on TV
  USE: DRUGS ON TV

TRADE PAIRS
  (by country and year)
  UF: Markets
  RT: Exhibitions, TV
    : Festivals

TRADE MARKS

TRADE UNIONS
  UF: Unions
  RT: Industrial relations
    : Labour
    : Restrictive practices

TRADE UNIONS AND TV

TRADE UNIONS ON TV

TRAILERS
  UF: Promotion spots
  BT: Publicity

TRAINING, TV
  NT: Presentation training
  RT: Education, TV

TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
  BT: Signal processing

TRANSFRONTIERS BROADCASTING
  BT: Broadcasting
  RT: Overspill

TRANSMISSION
  NT: Antennae
    : Cables
    : Channels
    : Fringe areas
    : Microwave links
    : Microwave Video
    : Distribution System
    : Modulation methods
    : Networks
    : Reception
  RT: Direct transmission
    : Equipment
    : Frequency allocation
TRANSMITTERS
  NT: Masts and towers
  RT: Satellites

TRANSPONDERS
  BT: Satellites

TRANSVESTISM
  UF: Drag

Trash TV
  USE: LOW QUALITY BROADCASTING

TRAVEL PROGRAMMES
  BT: Programme genres
  RT: Natural history programmes

TRAVELLING EXHIBITION
  UF: In-flight entertainment
  RT: Ships, use of TV on

TRIALS ON TV
  BT: Lawsuits
  RT: Courtroom dramas

Tubes
  USE: IMAGING SYSTEM

TYPE CHARACTERS ON TV
  UF: Character types on TV
  : Stereotypes on TV
  BT: Society on tv
  NT: Detectives on TV
  : Hero on TV
  : Heroine on TV
  : Teachers on TV
  : Villains on TV
  RT: Racial stereotypes on TV
  : Social groups on TV

TYPOGRAPHY
  BT: Graphics

U.H.F.
  USE: FREQUENCY

U.K.
  USE: UNITED KINGDOM

U.S.A.
  UF: United States of America

UNDERWATER VIDEO
  BT: Video photography

UNEMPLOYMENT AND TV
  BT: Social problems and TV

Unesco International Commission for the Study of Communication Problems
  Report
  USE: REPORTS. UNESCO INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION FOR THE STUDY OF COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS

Unions
  USE: TRADE UNIONS

UNITED KINGDOM
  UF: England
  : Great Britain
  : U.K.

United States of America
  USE: U.S.A.

Universities on TV
  USE: EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS ON TV

Universities, use of TV in
  USE: EDUCATION, USE OF TV IN

UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR
  BT: Educational TV
  NT: Open University
  RT: Adult educational programmes

USE OF TV/VIDEO
  NT: Education, use of TV in

USE OF TV/VIDEO...
  (If material deals with the use of TV or video in a specific subject, use name of subject followed by: , USE OF TV/VIDEO IN, e.g.
  PRISONS, USE OF TV/VIDEO IN. For material dealing generally with the use of TV/Video, use VIEWERS)
V.B.I.  
USE: VERTICAL BLANKING INTERVAL

V.H.F.  
USE: FREQUENCY

V.N.R.  
USE: VIDEO NEWS RELEASES

Variety  
USE: LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

VAULTS  
BT: Preservation of film and video

VÉRITÉ  
UF: Cinéma vérité  
: Fly-on-the-wall  
BT: Aesthetics  
RT: Realism on TV

VERSIONS  
UF: Formatting  
RT: Dubbing  
: Remakes

VERTICAL BLANKING INTERVAL  
UF: V.B.I.  
BT: Production technology  
RT: Signal processing

Video and film transfer  
USE: FILM AND VIDEO TRANSFER

VIDEO AND TELEVISION

VIDEO AND THE CINEMA  
RT: Films on video

VIDEO ART  
RT: Independent video

VIDEO CENTRES  
UF: Video clubs  
BT: Community video  
RT: Vidéothèques

Video clips  
USE: PROMOTIONAL VIDEOS

Video clubs  
USE: CLUBS, VIDEO

Video distribution  
USE: DISTRIBUTION  
: HOME VIDEO MARKETING

VIDEO EQUIPMENT  
BT: Equipment  
NT: Video recorders  
: Videowalls  
RT: Home equipment

Video exhibition  
USE: EXHIBITION

VIDEO GAMES

VIDEO GENRES  
UF: Genres  
NT: Children, videos made by  
: Political videos  
: Young people, videos made by  
RT: Programme genres

Video, independent  
USE: INDEPENDENT VIDEO

Video industry  
USE: INDUSTRY, VIDEO

VIDEO MAGAZINES  
(i.e. magazine format on tape)  
RT: Periodicals

"Video nasties"  
USE: VIOLENCE ON TV

VIDEO NEWS RELEASES  
UF: V.N.R.  
RT: News programmes

Video performance  
USE: THEATRE AND TV/VIDEO

VIDEO PHOTOGRAPHY  
NT: Aerial video  
: High altitude video  
: Stereoscopic video  
: Underwater video  
RT: Television photography

VIDEO RECORDERS  
BT: Video equipment
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VIDEO RECORDING
- NT: Electronic video recording (E.V.R.)
  : Home video recording
  : Videocassettes
  : Videodiscs
  : Videotape
- RT: Export and import of video

VIDEOCASSETTES
- BT: Video recording

Videoconferencing
USE: CONFERENCING

VIDEODISCS
- BT: Video recording
- RT: Laserdiscs

VIDEO MAKING
- BT: Production

VIDEOTAPE
- BT: Video recording

VIDEOTAPE DUPLICATION

Videotext
USE: DATA BROADCASTING

VIDEOTHEQUES
- BT: Exhibition
- RT: Video centres

VIDEOWALLS
- UF: Vidiwalls
- BT: Video equipment

Vidicom
USE: PHOTO-CONDUCTIVE TUBES

Vidiwalls
USE: VIDEOWALLS

VIETNAM WAR ON TV
- BT: War on TV

VIEWER RESEARCH
- UF: Audience research
  : Demographic studies
  : Gallup polls
  : Opinion polls
- BT: Research, TV

RT: Children, effects of TV on
  : Ratings

VIEWER RESEARCH METHODS
- UF: People meters

VIEWER RESPONSE PROGRAMMES
- BT: Programme genres

VIEWERS
- UF: Audiences
  : Use of TV
- BT: Society and TV
- NT: Foreign viewers
  : Viewing behaviour
- RT: Perception
  : Programme complaints

VIEWERS AND TV

VIEWING BEHAVIOUR
- BT: Viewers
- NT: Selective viewing
  : Zapping
  : Zipping
- RT: Remote control

VILLAINS ON TV
- BT: Type characters on TV

VIOLENCE ON TV
- UF: "Video nasties"
- RT: Censorship
  : Crime on TV
  : Sadism on TV
  : Terrorism on TV
  : War on TV

VISION MIXING AND SWITCHING
- BT: Master control

VISUAL LEARNING
- UF: Learning
- RT: Educational TV
  : Perception
  : Psychological effects of TV

Visual literacy
USE: MEDIA LITERACY

Visual perception
USE: PERCEPTION
YOUNG PEOPLE ON TV
  BT: Social groups on TV
  NT: Delinquents on TV
    : Students on TV

YOUNG PEOPLE, PROGRAMMES FOR
  BT: Programme genres

YOUNG PEOPLE, PROGRAMMES MADE
  BY
  BT: Programme genres

YOUNG PEOPLE, VIDEOS MADE BY
  BT: Video genres

ZAPPING
  (i.e. switching channels)
  BT: Viewing behaviour

ZIPPING
  (i.e. fast forwarding on
  video e.g. through
  commercials)
  BT: Viewing behaviour

ZOOM LENSES
  BT: Lenses

YACHTING ON TV
  BT: Sport on TV

YOUNG PEOPLE AND TV
  BT: Social groups and TV
  RT: Children and TV
    : Students and TV

YOUNG PEOPLE, EFFECTS OF TV ON
  BT: Psychological effects of TV
  RT: Delinquency and TV
2M INTERNATIONAL
BT: Companies. Morocco

21ST CENTURY MEDIA
COMMUNICATIONS
BT: Companies. Canada

A.B.C.
USE: AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
: AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING COMMISSION
: AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

A.B.S.
USE: ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTING STAFF

A.B.U.
USE: ASIA-PACIFIC BROADCASTING UNION

A.C. NIELSEN CO.
BT: Companies. USA
RT: Nielsen Media Research

A.C.T.
USE: ACTION FOR CHILDREN'S TELEVISION
: ASSOCIATION OF EUROPEAN COMMERCIAL TELEVISION

A.C.T.T.
USE: ASSOCIATION OF CINEMATOGRAPH, TELEVISION & ALLIED TECHNICIANS

A.G.B. GROUP
BT: Companies

A.H.I.P.
USE: AMERICAN MARKET FOR INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

A.R.D.
USE: ARBEITSGEMEINSCHAFT DER RUNDFUNKANSTALTEN DEUTSCHLANDS

A.S.B.U.
USE: ARAB STATES BROADCASTING UNION

A.T.C. CHANNEL 7
BT: Companies. Argentina

A.T. & T.
USE: AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.

A.T.V. NETWORK
BT: Companies. UK

ACADEMY OF TELEVISION ARTS AND SCIENCES
UF: ATAS
BT: Organizations. USA

ACCURACY IN MEDIA
UF: AIM
BT: Pressure groups. USA

ACTION FOR CHILDREN'S TELEVISION
UF: A.C.T.
BT: Pressure groups. USA

ACTORS AND ANNOUNCERS EQUITY ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA
BT: Trade unions. Australia

AGICOA
UF: Association Gestion Internationale Collective des Oeuvres Audiovisuelle
BT: Organizations

A.I.M
USE: ACCURACY IN MEDIA

ALLIANCE COMMUNICATIONS
BT: Companies. Canada

ALTERNATIVE NETWORK TELEVISION
BT: Companies. USA

AMBER
BT: Independent video. UK

AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
UF: A.B.C.
BT: Companies. USA

AMERICAN EDUCATIONEL TELEVISION NETWORK
BT: Companies. USA
American Film Market
USE: TRADE FAIRS. USA

AMERICAN FORCES NETWORK
BT: Companies. USA

AMERICAN MARKET FOR INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
UF: A.M.I.P.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.
UF: A.T.& T.
BT: Companies. USA

AMPEX CORPORATION
BT: Companies. USA

ANGLIA TV
BT: Companies. UK

ANNENBERG SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS
BT: Schools, TV. USA

ANTENNE 2
BT: Companies. France

APOLLO ENTERTAINMENT TV
BT: Companies. USA

APPALSHOP
BT: Independent organizations. USA

ARAB SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS ORGANIZATION
UF: ARABSAT
BT: Organizations
: Satellite broadcasting, Arab countries

ARAB STATES BROADCASTING UNION
UF: A.S.B.U.
BT: Broadcasting unions

ARABSAT
USE: ARAB SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS ORGANIZATION

ARBEITSGEMEINSCHAFT DER RUNDFUNKSTÄLLEN DEUTSCHLANDS
UF: A.R.D.
BT: Companies. German Federal Republic

ARBITRON TELEVISION
BT: Companies. USA

ARMED FORCES NETWORK
BT: Armed forces and TV. USA

ARTHUR COMPANY
BT: Companies. USA

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT NETWORK
BT: Companies. USA

ASIA-PACIFIC BROADCASTING UNION
UF: A.B.U.
BT: Broadcasting unions
RT: Asiavisio

ASIA TELEVISION
BT: Companies. Hong Kong

ASIAVISIO
BT: Networking, international
RT: Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union

ASSOCIATED COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
BT: Companies. UK
RT: A.T.V. Network

ASSOCIATION DES CINÉMAS ITINÉRANTS RURAUX
BT: Organizations. France

Association Gestion Internationale Collective des Œuvres Audiovisuelles
USE: AGICOA

ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTING STAFF
UF: A.B.S.
BT: Trade Unions. UK
ASSOCIATION OF CINEMATOGRAPH, TELEVISION & ALLIED TECHNICIANS
UF: A.C.T.T.
BT: Trade unions. UK

ASSOCIATION OF DIRECTORS AND PRODUCERS
BT: Organizations. UK

ASSOCIATION OF EUROPEAN COMMERCIAL TELEVISION
UF: A.C.T.
BT: Organizations. European countries

ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT TELEVISION STATIONS
BT: Organizations. USA

ASTRA
BT: Companies. Luxembourg

ATAS
USE: ACADEMY OF TELEVISION ARTS AND SCIENCES

ATAS/U.C.L.A. TELEVISION ARCHIVES
BT: Archives & institutes, TV. USA

ATLANTIS FILMS
BT: Companies. Canada

AUSTRALIAN ASSOCIATED PRESS
BT: News agencies. Australia

AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING COMMISSION
UF: A.B.C.
BT: Companies. Australia

AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION
UF: A.B.C.
BT: Companies. Australia

AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING TRIBUNAL
BT: Organizations. Australia

AUSTRALIAN CHILDREN'S TELEVISION FOUNDATION

AUSTRALIAN FILM & TV SCHOOL
BT: Schools, TV. Australia

AUSTRALIAN SCREEN STUDIES ASSOCIATION
BT: Organizations. Australia

AVALON
BT: Companies. New Zealand

B.B.C.
USE: BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION

B.B.F.C.
USE: BRITISH BOARD OF FILM CENSORS
: BRITISH BOARD OF FILM CLASSIFICATION

B.E.T.A.
USE: BROADCASTING AND ENTERTAINMENT TRADES ALLIANCE

B.R.T.
USE: BELGISCHE RADIO EN TELEVISIE

B.S.B.
USE: BRITISH SATELLITE BROADCASTING
: BRITISH SKY BROADCASTING

BABEL
UF: Broadcasting Across the Barriers of European Language
BT: Organizations
RT: Financing. European countries
: Language and TV

BAFTA
USE: BRITISH ACADEMY OF FILM AND TELEVISION ARTS

BAIRD TELEVISION
BT: Companies. UK

BANDEIRANTES TV
BT: Companies. Brazil
BANGLADESH TV
BT: Companies. Bangladesh

BARB
USE: BROADCASTERS AUDIENCE RESEARCH BOARD

BELFAST INDEPENDENT VIDEO
BT: Independent video. UK

BELGISCHE RADIO EN TELEVISIE
UF: B.R.T.
BT: Companies. Belgium

BELOCAP
BT: Companies. France

BERTELSMAAN
BT: Companies. German Federal Republic

BETA
BT: Companies. German Federal Republic

BLACK ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION
BT: Companies. USA

BLACKROD
BT: Companies. UK

BLAIR ENTERTAINMENT
BT: Companies. USA

BONAC
USE: BROADCASTING ORGANISATIONS OF THE NON-ALIGNED COUNTRIES

BOND GROUP
BT: Companies. Australia

BOP-TV
BT: Companies. South Africa

BORDER TV
BT: Companies. UK

BRACS
USE: BROADCASTING FOR REMOTE ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES SCHEME

BRAVO
BT: Companies. USA

BRITISH ACADEMY OF FILM AND TELEVISION ARTS
UF: BAFTA
BT: Organizations. UK

BRITISH ACTORS EQUITY ASSOCIATION
UF: Equity
BT: Trade unions. UK

BRITISH BOARD OF FILM CENSORS
UF: B.B.F.C.
BT: Organizations. UK
RT: Censorship. UK

BRITISH BOARD OF FILM CLASSIFICATION
UF: B.B.F.C.
BT: Organizations. UK
RT: Censorship. UK

BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION
UF: B.B.C.
BT: Companies. UK
NT: Domesday Project

BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION ENTERPRISES
BT: Companies. UK

BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION WRITTEN ARCHIVES CENTRE
BT: Archives & institutes, TV. UK

BRITISH COUNCIL
BT: Organizations. UK

BRITISH FILM INSTITUTE
UF: National Film Archive
BT: Archives & institutes, TV. UK

BRITISH FORCES' BROADCASTING SERVICE TELEVISION
BT: Companies. UK
RT: Armed forces and TV. UK
BRITISH INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC FILM ASSOCIATION
BT: Organizations. UK

BRITISH SATELLITE BROADCASTING
UF: B.S.B.
BT: Companies. UK

BRITISH SKY BROADCASTING
UF: B.S.B.
BT: Companies. UK

BRITISH TELECOM
BT: Companies. UK

BRITISH UNIVERSITIES FILM & VIDEO COUNCIL
BT: Organizations. UK

BRITISH VIDEOGRAM ASSOCIATION
BT: Organizations. UK

BROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS
BT: Companies. UK

BROADCAST DESIGNERS' ASSOCIATION
BT: Organizations. USA

BROADCASTERS AUDIENCE RESEARCH BOARD
UF: BARB
BT: Viewer research. UK
RT: Ratings. UK

BROADCASTERS PROMOTION ASSOCIATION
BT: Organizations. USA

BROADCASTING AND ENTERTAINMENT TRADES ALLIANCE
UF: B.E.T.A.
BT: Trade unions. UK

BROADCASTING COMPLAINTS COMMISSION
BT: Programme complaints. UK

BROADCASTING CONSORTIUM
BT: Organizations. UK

BROADCASTING CORPORATION OF NEW ZEALAND
BT: Companies. New Zealand

BROADCASTING COUNCIL [AUSTRALIA]
BT: Organizations. Australia

BROADCASTING COUNCIL FOR SCOTLAND
BT: Organizations. UK

BROADCASTING FOR REMOTE ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES SCHEME
UF: BRACS
BT: Organizations. Australia

BROADCASTING FOUNDATION OF AMERICA
BT: Organizations. USA

BROADCASTING ORGANIZATIONS OF THE NON-ALIGNED COUNTRIES
UF: BONAC
BT: Organizations

BROADCASTING RESEARCH UNIT
BT: Organizations. UK

BROADCASTING STANDARDS COUNCIL
BT: Organizations. UK

BROADCASTING SUPPORT SERVICES
UF: Back-up services
: Support services
BT: Organizations. UK

BUENA VISTA TELEVISION
BT: Companies. USA

C.B.C.
USE: CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

C.B.C. ENTERPRISES
BT: Companies. Canada

C.B.N.
USE: CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING NETWORK
C.B.S.
USE: COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

C.B.U.
USE: CARIBBEAN BROADCASTING UNION

C CHANNEL
BT: Companies. Canada

C.N.B.C.
USE: CONSUMER NEWS AND BUSINESS CHANNEL

C.N.N.
USE: CABLE NEWS NETWORK

C.P.B.
USE: CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING

C.P.O.
USE: CENTER FOR POPULATION OPTIONS

C.R.T.C.
USE: CANADIAN RADIO-TELEVISION AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

C.S.A.
USE: CONSEIL SUPÉRIEUR DE L'AUDIOVISUEL

C-SPAN
USE: CABLE SATELLITE PUBLIC AFFAIRS NETWORK

C.T.A.
USE: CABLE TELEVISION ASSOCIATION

C.T.N.
USE: CARIBBEAN TELEVISION NETWORK

C.T.V.C.
USE: CHURCHES' TELEVISION & RADIO CENTRE

C.T.V. TELEVISION NETWORK
BT: Companies. Canada

CABLE AUTHORITY
BT: Organizations. UK

CABLE NEWS NETWORK
UF: C.N.N.
BT: Companies. USA

CABLE NEWS NETWORK (TOKYO)
BT: Companies. Japan

CABLE SATELLITE PUBLIC AFFAIRS NETWORK
UF: C-SPAN
BT: Companies. USA

CABLE TELEVISION ADMINISTRATION AND MARKETING SOCIETY
BT: Organizations. USA

CABLE TELEVISION ASSOCIATION
UF: C.T.A.
BT: Organizations. UK

CABLE TELEVISION LABORATORIES
BT: Organizations. USA

CABLEVISION
BT: Companies. USA

CAMEROON TV
BT: Companies. Cameroon

CAMPAIGN FOR PRESS AND BROADCASTING FREEDOM
BT: Pressure groups. UK

CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION
UF: C.B.C.
BT: Société Radio Canada
BT: Companies. Canada

CANADIAN RADIO-TELEVISION AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
UF: C.R.T.C.
BT: Organizations. Canada

CANAL PLUS
BT: Companies. France

CANALE 5
BT: Companies. Italy

CAPITAL CITIES
BT: Companies. USA
CARAT ENTERTAINMENT
BT: Companies. France

CARIBBEAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION
BT: Companies. West Indies

CARIBBEAN BROADCASTING UNION
UF: C.B.U.
BT: Broadcasting unions

CARIBBEAN INSTITUTE OF MASS COMMUNICATIONS
BT: Organizations. West Indies

CARIBBEAN TELEVISION NETWORK
UF: C.T.N.
BT: Companies. West Indies

CARLTON COMMUNICATIONS
BT: Companies. UK

CARNEGIE FOUNDATIONS
BT: Organizations. USA

CARSON PRODUCTION GROUP
BT: Companies. USA

CELTIC FILMS
BT: Companies. UK

CENTER FOR MEDIA AND VALUES
BT: Pressure groups. USA

CENTER FOR POPULATION OPTIONS
UF: C.P.O.
BT: Pressure groups. USA

CENTRAL INDEPENDENT TV
BT: Companies. UK

CENTRE D'ÉTUDES D'OPINION
BT: Organizations. France

CENTRO TELEVISIONE VATICANA
BT: Companies. Vatican

CHALLENGE GROUP
BT: Companies. UK

CHANNEL 3 [UK]
BT: Companies. UK
RT: Commercial TV. UK

CHANNEL 5 [UK]
BT: Companies. UK

CHANNEL 10 [Australia]
BT: Companies. Australia

CHANNEL 10 [Spain]
BT: Companies. Spain

CHANNEL AMERICA
BT: Companies. USA

CHANNEL FOUR
UF: Film Four International
BT: Companies. UK
RT: Commercial TV. UK

CHANNEL TV
BT: Companies. UK

CHARLEX
BT: Companies. USA

CHEERLEADER PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. USA

CHILDREN'S CHANNEL
BT: Companies. UK

CHILDREN'S TELEVISION WORKSHOP
BT: Companies. USA

CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING NETWORK
UF: C.B.N.

CHRONOS FILM
BT: Companies. German Federal Republic

CHURCHES' TELEVISION & RADIO CENTRE
UF: C.T.V.C.
BT: Companies. UK

CINAR FILMS
BT: Companies. Canada

CINECITTÀ
BT: Companies. Italy
CINEVIDEO
BT: Companies. UK

CINO
BT: Companies. France

CIRCUIT
UF: Center for International Research on Communications and Information Technologies
BT: Organizations. Australia

CIRCOM
BT: Organizations. European Countries

CITY-TV
BT: Companies. Canada

COALITION FOR BETTER TELEVISION
BT: Pressure groups. USA

COCA COLA CO.
BT: Companies. USA

COLOSSAL PICTURES
BT: Companies. USA

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
UF: C.B.S.
BT: Companies. USA

COMCAST CORPORATION
BT: Companies. USA

COMMONWEALTH BROADCASTING ASSOCIATION
BT: Organizations

COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION
UF: COMSAT
BT: Organizations. USA

COMPAGNIE LUXEMBOURGEOISE DE TÉLÉDIFFUSION
BT: Companies. Luxembourg

Comsat
USE: COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION

COMWORLD PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. USA

CONSEIL SUPÉRIEUR DE L'AUDIOVISUEL
UF: C.S.A.
BT: Organizations. France

CONSOLIDATED PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. UK

CONSUMER NEWS AND BUSINESS CHANNEL
UF: C.N.B.C.
BT: Companies. USA

CONTINENTAL BROADCASTING
BT: Companies. USA

CONTINENTAL CABLEVISION
BT: Companies. USA

CONTRACTS INTERNATIONAL
BT: Companies. UK

CONUS COMMUNICATIONS
BT: Companies. USA

CONVERGENT COMMUNICATIONS
BT: Companies. UK

CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING
UF: C.P.B.
BT: Organizations. USA

COSGROVE HALL
BT: Companies. UK

COUNCIL OF EUROPE
BT: Organizations. European countries

CRAWFORD PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. Australia

CRAWLEY FILMS
BT: Companies. Canada

CROWN INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. UK
DANMARKS RADIO
BT: Companies. Denmark

DERRY FILM AND VIDEO
BT: Independent video. UK

DICK CLARK PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. USA

DISCOVERY CHANNEL
BT: Companies. USA

DISNEY CHANNEL
BT: Companies. USA

DIVERSE PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. UK

DOORDARSHAN
BT: Companies. India

DU MONT TELEVISION NETWORK
BT: Companies. USA

E.B.U.
USE: EUROPEAN BROADCASTING UNION

E.C.A.
USE: EUROPEAN CO-PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION

E.M.I.
USE: ELECTRICAL & MUSICAL INDUSTRIES

E.N.G. VIDEO
BT: Companies. UK

E.R.F. VIDEO
BT: Companies. Finland

E.R.T.
BT: Companies. Greece

E.S.P.N.
BT: Companies. USA

E.S.T.B.C.
USE: EUROPEAN SATELLITE TELEVISION BROADCASTING CONSORTIUM

EASTMAN KODAK CO.
BT: Companies. USA

EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION ASSOCIATION
BT: Organizations. UK

ELECTRIC IMAGE
BT: Companies. UK

ELECTRICAL & MUSICAL INDUSTRIES
UF: E.M.I.
BT: Companies. UK

EMBASSY TV
BT: Companies. USA

Equity
USE: BRITISH ACTORS EQUITY ASSOCIATION

EURIKON
BT: European Broadcasting Union

EURIMAGES
BT: Organizations. European countries

EURO-AIM
BT: Organizations. European countries

EUROPA TV
BT: European Satellite Television Broadcasting Consortium

EUROPEAN ALLIANCE FOR TELEVISION AND CULTURE
BT: Organizations. European countries

EUROPEAN BROADCASTING UNION
UF: E.B.U.
BT: Broadcasting unions
NT: Eurikon
RT: Eurovision

EUROPEAN CO-PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION
UF: E.C.A.
BT: Organizations. European countries
EUROPEAN INSTITUTE FOR THE MEDIA
BT: Organizations. European countries

EUROPEAN SATELLITE TELEVISION BROADCASTING CONSORTIUM
UF: E.S.T.B.C.
BT: Organizations. European countries
NT: Europa TV

EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
BT: Organizations. European countries

EUROPEAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE ORGANIZATION
UF: EUTELSAT
BT: Organizations. European countries

EUROSPORT
BT: Companies. European Countries

EUSTON FILMS
BT: Companies. UK

EUTELSAT
USE:EUROPEAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE ORGANIZATION

F.C.C.
USE:FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

F.M.I.
USE:FRANCE MÉDIA INTERNATIONAL

F.R. 3
USE:FRANCE RÉGIONS 3

F.T.C.
USE:FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

FAROESE TV
BT: Companies. Faeroe Islands

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
UF: F.C.C.
BT: Organizations. USA

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
UF: F.T.C.
BT: Organizations. USA

FÉDÉRATION INTERNATIONALE DES ARCHIVES DE TÉLÉVISION
UF: FIAT
BT: Organizations

FIAT
USE:FÉDÉRATION INTERNATIONALE DES ARCHIVES DE TÉLÉVISION

Film Four International
USE:CHANNEL FOUR

FILM MAKERS IRELAND
BT: Organizations. Republic of Ireland

FILM & TV INSTITUTE OF INDIA
BT: Schools, TV. India

FILMATION
BT: Companies. USA

FILMNET
BT: Companies

FILMS TRANSIT
BT: Companies. Canada

FINANCIAL NEWS NETWORK
BT: Companies. USA

FIRST CHOICE
BT: Companies. Canada

FOX BROADCASTING CO.
BT: Companies. USA

FOX TV
BT: Companies. UK

FRANCE MÉDIA INTERNATIONAL
BT: Companies. France
GOLDEN HARVEST
BT: Companies. Hong Kong

GOLDEN WEST BROADCASTERS
BT: Companies. USA

GOLDEN WEST NETWORK
BT: Companies. Australia

GOODSON-TODMAN PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. USA

GORILLA TAPES
BT: Companies. UK

COSTELRADIO
BT: Companies. USSR

GRAMPIAN TV
BT: Companies. UK

GRANADA TV
BT: Companies. UK

Grant Tinker Gannett
USE: G.T.G.

GREAT AMERICAN BROADCASTING
BT: Companies. USA

GREENPARK PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. UK

GROUP W PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. USA

GROUPEMENT INTERNATIONAL NÈGRE DE TÉLÉVISION ET RADIO
USE: GINTRA
BT: Organizations. African countries

GRUNDY TELEVISION
BT: Companies. Australia

H.S.N.
USE: HOME SHOPPING NETWORK

H.T.V.
BT: Companies. UK
HACHIETTE
BT: Companies. France

HAMSTER
BT: Companies. France

HANNA-BARBERA
BT: Companies. USA

HANNA-BARBERA AUSTRALIA
BT: Companies. Australia

HARMONY GOLD
BT: Companies. USA

HAWKESHEAD COMMUNICATIONS
BT: Companies. UK

HENSON ASSOCIATES
BT: Companies. USA

HERITAGE COMMUNICATIONS
BT: Companies. USA

HESSISCHER RUNDFUNK
BT: Companies. German Federal Republic

HILL BROADCASTING
BT: Companies. USA

HOME BOX OFFICE
BT: Companies. USA

HOME SHOPPING NETWORK
UF: H.S.N.
BT: Companies. USA

HOSSIO-BUNKA FOUNDATION
BT: Organizations. Japan

HOWARD STEELE FOUNDATION
BT: Organizations. UK

HUBBARD BROADCASTING
UF: U.S.S.B.
BT: Companies. USA

I.B.A.
USE: INDEPENDENT BROADCASTING AUTHORITY

I.B.C.
USE: INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING CONVENTION

I.C.A.
USE: INSTITUTE OF CONTEMPORARY ARTS

I.C.O.G.
USE: INDEPENDENT CABLE OPERATORS GROUP

I.I.C.
USE: INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF COMMUNICATIONS

I.N.C.A.
USE: INDEPENDENT COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATES

I.P.A.
USE: INSTITUTE OF PRACTITIONERS IN ADVERTISING

I.P.D.C.
USE: INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMME FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNICATION

I.P.P.A.
USE: INDEPENDENT PROGRAMME PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION

I.T.A.
USE: INTERNATIONAL TAPE ASSOCIATION

I.T.A.P.
USE: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY PANEL

I.T.C.
USE: INDEPENDENT TELEVISION COMMISSION

I.T.C.A.
USE: INDEPENDENT TELEVISION COMPANIES ASSOCIATION

I.T.N.
USE: INDEPENDENT TELEVISION NEWS
I.T.U.
USE: INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

I.T.V.
USE: COMMERCIAL TV. UK

I.T.V.A.
USE: INDEPENDENT TELEVISION ASSOCIATION

I.T.V. Association
USE: INDEPENDENT TELEVISION ASSOCIATION

I.V.C.A.
USE: INTERNATIONAL VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION

IBACS
UF: Independent Broadcasting Authority's Consultancy Service
BT: Organizations. UK

IBERIAN TELEVISION ORGANIZATION

IKON
BT: Companies. Netherlands

INA
USE: INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA COMMUNICATION AUDIOVISUELLE

INDEPENDENT AND MULTICULTURAL BROADCASTING CORPORATION
BT: Companies. Australia

INDEPENDENT BROADCASTING AUTHORITY
UF: I.B.A.
BT: Independent Television Authority
BT: Organizations. UK

INDEPENDENT BROADCASTING AUTHORITY LECTURE
BT: Lectures

Independent Broadcasting Authority's Consultancy Service
USE: IBACS

INDEPENDENT CABLE OPERATORS GROUP
UF: I.C.O.G.

INDEPENDENT COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATES
UF: I.N.C.A.
BT: Companies. UK

INDEPENDENT PROGRAMME PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
UF: I.P.P.A.
BT: Organizations. UK

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION ASSOCIATION
UF: I.T.V.A.
BT: Organizations. UK

Independent Television Authority
USE: INDEPENDENT BROADCASTING AUTHORITY

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION COMMISSION
UF: I.T.C.
BT: Organizations. UK

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION COMPANIES ASSOCIATION
UF: I.T.C.A.
BT: Organizations. UK

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION NEWS
UF: I.T.N.
BT: Companies. UK

Independent TV [UK]
USE: COMMERCIAL TV. UK

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY PANEL
UF: I.T.A.P.
BT: Organizations. UK
INTERNATIONAL INDEX TO TV PERIODICALS

INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA
COMMUNICATION AUDIOVISUELLE
UF: INA
BT: Archives & institutes, TV. France

INSTITUTE OF CONTEMPORARY ARTS
UF: I.C.A.
BT: Organizations. UK

INSTITUTE OF PRACTITIONERS IN
ADVERTISING
UF: I.P.A.
BT: Organizations. UK

INSTITUTO CUBANO DE RADIO Y
TELEVISIÓN
BT: Organizations. Cuba

INTELSAT
USE: INTERNATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SATELLITE ORGANISATION

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
BROADCAST MANUFACTURERS
BT: Organizations

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING
CONVENTION
UF: I.B.C.

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING
TRUST
UF: I.B.T.
BT: Organizations. UK

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
COMMUNICATIONS
UF: I.I.C.
BT: Organizations. UK
RT: Project SHARE

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF
JOURNALISTS
BT: Organizations

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMME FOR
THE DEVELOPMENT OF
COMMUNICATION
UF: I.P.D.C.
BT: Organizations
RT: UNESCO

INTERNATIONAL TAPE ASSOCIATION
UF: I.T.A.
BT: Organizations

INTERNATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATION UNION
UF: I.T.U.
BT: Organizations

INTERNATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SATELLITE ORGANISATION
UF: INTELSAT
BT: Organizations
RT: Project SHARE

INTERNATIONAL VISUAL
COMMUNICATIONS
ASSOCIATION
UF: I.V.C.A.
BT: Organizations. UK

INTERSOUND
BT: Companies. USA

INTERSPUTNIK
BT: Organizations

INTROVISION
BT: Companies. USA

INUIT BROADCASTING CORPORATION
BT: Companies. Canada

ISRAEL BROADCASTING AUTHORITY
BT: Companies. Israel

ITEL
BT: Companies. UK

J.C.T.V.
BT: Companies. Japan

JAM JAR FILMS
BT: Companies. UK

JICTAR
USE: VIEWER RESEARCH. UK

JOHAN ASBJÖRN SKAALE
BT: Companies. Faeroe Islands
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
BT: Companies. USA

JOHN DE MOL PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. Netherlands

JUNE '88 GROUP
BT: Organizations

K.B.Y.U.
BT: Companies. USA

K.C.B.S.
BT: Companies. USA

K.C.E.T.
BT: Companies. USA

K.C.T.S.
BT: Companies. USA

K.G.S.C. 36
BT: Companies. USA

K.M.O.X.
BT: Companies. USA

K.Y.N.-TV
BT: Companies. USA

KENNEDY MILLER
BT: Companies, Australia

KINDERMET
BT: Companies. Luxemburg

KING-TV
BT: Companies. USA

KIRCH GROUP
BT: Companies. German Federal Republic

KOLMOSKONAVA
BT: Companies. Finland

KRO
BT: Companies. Netherlands

KULTUR INTERNATIONAL FILMS
BT: Companies. USA

L.B.S. COMMUNICATIONS
BT: Companies. USA

LANCASTRIA TV
BT: Companies. UK

LANDSCAPE CHANNEL
BT: Companies. UK

LANDSEER PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. UK

LEARNING CHANNEL
BT: Companies. USA

LEE INTERNATIONAL
BT: Companies. UK

LIFETIME
BT: Companies. USA

LIMEHOUSE PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. UK

LIONHEART TELEVISION INTERNATIONAL
BT: Companies. USA

LONDON FILMS
BT: Companies. UK

LONDON INDEPENDENT TV
BT: Companies. UK

LONDON MARKET
BT: Trade fairs. UK

LONDON SCREENINGS
BT: Trade fairs. UK

LONDON WEEKEND TV
BT: Companies. UK

LORIMAR
BT: Companies. USA
RT: Lorimar-Telepictures

LORIMAR-TELEPICTURES
BT: Companies. USA
RT: Lorimar
: Telepictures Corporation
M.6
USE: MÉTROPOLE 6
M.G.M.M.
UF: Millaney Grant Mallet Mulcahy
BT: Companies. UK
M.G.M./U.A.
BT: Companies. USA
M.T.M. ENTERPRISES
BT: Companies. USA
M.T.V.
USE: MUSIC TELEVISION
M.T.V. EUROPE
BT: Companies. European Countries
MANHATTAN CABLE TV
BT: Companies. USA
MARKLE FOUNDATION
BT: Organizations. USA
MARSHALL STREET PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. UK
MARVEL PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. USA
MEDIA 92
(i.e. Mésures pour Encourager le Développement de l'Industrie de Production Audiovisuelle)
BT: Organizations. European countries
MEDIA CENTRAL
BT: Companies. USA
MEDIA HOME ENTERTAINMENT
BT: Companies. USA
MEDIA LAB
BT: Organizations. USA

MEDIA MONITORING UNIT
BT: Pressure groups. UK
MENTRAU CYF
BT: Companies. UK
MERSEY TV
BT: Companies. UK
MERSEYSIDE CABLEVISION
BT: Companies. UK
METROMEDIA
BT: Companies. USA
MÉTROPOLE 6
UF: T.V. 6
BT: Companies. France
MIDDLE EAST TELEVISION
BT: Companies. Lebanon
Millaney Grant Mallet Mulcahy
USE: M.G.M.M.
MIPCOM
BT: Trade fairs, France
MOLINAIRE
BT: Companies. UK
MORAL MAJORITY
BT: Pressure groups. USA
MOTOWN PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. USA
MOVING PICTURE COMPANY
BT: Companies. UK
MUSEUM OF BROADCASTING [USA]
BT: Archives & institutes, TV. USA
MUSIC BOX
BT: Companies. UK
MUSIC TELEVISION
UF: M.T.V.
BT: Companies. USA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporate bodies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N.B.C. USE:NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.B.D. PICTURES BT: Companies. UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.C.R.V. BT: Companies. Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.F.B.C. USE:NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.H.K. USE:NIPPON HOSO KYOKAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.I.R.T. USE:NATIONAL IRANIAN RADIO TELEVISION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.O.S. USE:NEDERLANDSE OMROEP STICHTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.R.K. USE:NORSK RIKSKRINGKASTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.Z. ON AIR BT: Companies. New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAB USE:NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASHVILLE NETWORK BT: Companies. USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATAS USE:NATIONAL ACADEMY OF TELEVISION ARTS AND SCIENCES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL ACADEMY OF TELEVISION ARTS AND SCIENCES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: NATAS BT: Organizations. USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL ARCHIVES &amp; RECORDS SERVICE BT: Archives &amp; institutes, TV. USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: NAB BT: Organizations. USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TELEVISION PROGRAM EXECUTIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: NATPE BT: Organizations. USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THEATRICAL, TELEVISION AND KINE EMPLOYEES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: NATTKE BT: Trade unions. UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: N.B.C. BT: Companies. USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL BROADCASTING SCHOOL [UK] BT: Schools, TV. UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL BROADCASTING SERVICES DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL BT: Organizations. Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL CABLE TELEVISION ASSOCIATION BT: Organizations. USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL COALITION ON TV VIOLENCE BT: Pressure groups. USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Film Archive USE:BRITISH FILM INSTITUTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: N.F.B.C. BT: Companies. Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL FILM &amp; TELEVISION SCHOOL [UK] BT: Schools, TV. UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL IRANIAN RADIO TELEVISION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: N.I.R.T. BT: Companies. Iran</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NATIONAL MUSEUM OF PHOTOGRAPHY, FILM AND TELEVISION [BRADFORD]
BT: Museums. UK

NATIONAL TRANSCOMMUNICATIONS
BT: Companies. UK

NATIONAL VIDEO CORPORATION
BT: Companies. UK

NATPE
USE: NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TELEVISION PROGRAM EXECUTIVES

NATTKE
USE: NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THEATRICAL, TELEVISION, AND KINE EMPLOYEES

NEDERLANDSE 3
BT: Companies. Netherlands

NEDERLANDSE OMROEP STICHTING
UF: N.O.S.
BT: Companies. Netherlands

NETWORK 21
BT: Piracy. UK

NEW CITIZEN PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. USA

NEW MEDIA PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. UK

NEW WORLD PICTURES
BT: Companies. USA

NEWS 12 LONG ISLAND
BT: Companies. USA

NEWS INTERNATIONAL
BT: Companies

NICKELODEON
BT: Companies. USA

NIELSEN-PEARNS INTERNATIONAL
BT: Companies. Canada

NIELSEN MEDIA RESEARCH
BT: Companies. USA
RT: A.C.Nielsen CO.

NIGERIAN TELEVISION AUTHORITY
BT: Companies. Nigeria

NIPPON HOSO KYOKAI
UF: N.H.K.
BT: Companies. Japan

NORDDEUTSCHER RUNDFUNK
BT: Companies. German Federal Republic

NORDSAT
BT: Satellite broadcasting. Scandinavian countries

NORDVISION
BT: Organizations. Scandinavian countries

NORPAS
BT: Companies. Norway

NORSK RIKSKRINGKASTING
UF: N.R.K.
BT: Companies. Norway

NORTHERN IRELAND INDEPENDENT TV
BT: Companies. UK

O.I.R.T.
USE: ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE DE RADIODIFFUSION ET TÉLÉVISION

O.T.I.
USE: ORGANIZACIÓN DE LA TELEVISIÓN IBERO-AMERICANA

ODEON TV
BT: Companies. Italy

OKINAWA HOSO KYOKAI
BT: Companies. Japan

ONE WORLD BROADCASTING TRUST
BT: Organizations

OPEN CHANNEL
BT: Independent video. Australia
OPERATION PRIME TIME
BT: Companies. USA

ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE DE RADIODIFFUSION ET TÉLÉVISION
UF: O.I.R.T.
BT: Broadcasting unions

ORGANIZACIÓN TELEVISIÓN IBERO-AMERICANA
UF: O.T.I.
BT: Organizations

ORGANIZATION OF ASIA-PACIFIC NEWS AGENCIES
UF: O.A.N.A.
BT: Organizations. Asian countries

ORIGINAL IMAGE
BT: Companies. UK

OUTLET COMMUNICATIONS
BT: Companies. USA

OY MAINOS-TV
BT: Companies. Finland

OY YLEISRADIO AB
UF: Y.L.E.
BT: Companies. Finland

P.B.S.
USE: PUBLIC BROADCASTING SERVICE

P.M.R.C.
USE: PARENTS' MUSIC RESOURCE CENTER

P.T.V.
USE: PAKISTAN TV

PACIFICA FOUNDATION
BT: Organizations. USA

PAKISTAN TV
UF: P.T.V.
BT: Companies. Pakistan

PALACE TV
BT: Companies. UK

Pan-European TV
USE: SATELLITE BROADCASTING. EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

PAPER TIGER TELEVISION
BT: Independent video. USA

PAPER TIGER TELEVISION
BT: Independent Video. USA

PAPPAS TELECASTING
BT: Companies. USA

PARAMOUNT
BT: Companies. USA

PARAVISION
BT: Companies. France

PARENTS' MUSIC RESOURCE CENTER
UF: P.M.R.C.
BT: Pressure groups. USA

PATCHETT-KAUFMAN ENTERTAINMENT
BT: Companies. USA

PATHÉ
BT: Companies. France

PENTHOUSE INTERNATIONAL
BT: Companies. USA

PEOPLE FOR THE AMERICAN WAY
BT: Pressure groups. USA

PICTURE HOUSE
BT: Companies. UK

PIXEL PERFECT
BT: Companies. New Zealand

PLAYBOY ENTERPRISES
UF: Playboy Channel
BT: Companies. USA

POLBIT
UF: Polish Broadcasting Interactive Television System

POLLYANNA MUSIC AND FILM CO.
BT: Companies. UK

POLSKIE RADIO I TELEWIZJA
BT: Organizations. Poland
POLYPHON
BT: Companies. German Federal Republic

PORTOBELLO PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. UK

POST GROUP
BT: Companies. USA

PREMIERE
BT: Companies. UK

PREMIERE NETWORK
BT: Companies. USA

PRIME CABLE
BT: Companies. USA

PRIMETIME TV
BT: Companies. UK

PRO 7
BT: Companies. German Federal Republic

PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
BT: Organizations. UK

PRODUCERS GROUP INTERNATIONAL
BT: Companies. Canada

PROJECT SHARE
BT: Organizations
RT: International Institute of Communications:
International Telecommunication Satellite Organisation

PUBLIC BROADCASTING ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA
BT: Organizations. Australia

PUBLIC BROADCASTING SERVICE
UF: P.B.S.
BT: Companies. USA

PUBLIC TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE
BT: Companies. USA

PYE
BT: Companies. UK

QUANTEL
BT: Companies. UK

QUANTUM MEDIA
BT: Companies. USA

QUINTET
BT: Companies. UK

R.C.A.
USE: RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

R.I.K.
BT: Companies. Cyprus

R.K.O.
BT: Companies. USA

R.M. ARTS
BT: Companies. UK

R.M. PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. UK

R.T.B.F.
USE: RADIO TÉLÉVISION BELGE DE LA COMMUNAUTÉ CULTURELLE FRANÇAISE

R.T.V.E.
USE: RADIO TELEVISIÓN ESPAÑOLA

Radio Canada
USE: CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

RADIO CITY TELEVISION
BT: Companies. USA

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
UF: R.C.A.
BT: Companies. USA

RADIO-TÉLÉ-BREIZHNEG
BT: Companies. France

RADIO-TÉLÉ LUXEMBOURG
BT: Companies. Luxembourg

RADIO TELEFIS ÉIREANN
BT: Companies. Republic of Ireland
RADIO-TÉLÉVISION BELGE DE LA COMMUNAUTÉ CULTURELLE FRANÇAISE
UF: R.T.B.F.
BT: Companies. Belgium

RADIO-TÉLÉVISION FRANÇAISE D’OUTRE-MER
BT: Companies. France

RADIO TELEVISION HONG KONG
BT: Companies. Hong Kong

RADIO TELEVISION NEWS
DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION
BT: Organizations. USA

RADIODIFFUSION-TÉLÉVISION MAROCAINE
BT: Companies. Morocco

RADIODIFUSÃO PORTUGUESA
BT: Companies. Portugal

RADIOTELEVISIÓN ESPAÑOLA
UF: R.T.V.E.
BT: Companies. Spain

RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA
UF: RAI
BT: Companies. Italy
RT: Sacis

RADIOTELEVISÃO PORTUGUESA
BT: Companies. Portugal

RADIOTELEVISÃO PORTUGUESA INDEPENDENCE
BT: Companies. Portugal

RAI
USE: RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA

RALPH C. ELLIS ENTERPRISES
BT: Companies. Canada

RANCORP
BT: Companies. Australia

RANK ORGANISATION
BT: Companies. UK

REDE GLOBO
BT: Companies. Brazil

REDE MANCHETE
BT: Companies. Brazil

REDIFFUSION TELEVISION
BT: Companies. UK

REEVES COMMUNICATIONS
BT: Companies. USA

RELIANCE CAPITAL GROUP
BT: Companies. USA

RETAKE
BT: Independent video. UK

RETE ITALIA
BT: Companies. Italy

RETE QUATTRO
BT: Companies. Italy

RETE TRE
BT: Companies. Italy

REVCOM
BT: Companies. France

RIAS-TV
BT: Companies. German Federal Republic

ROCK PEOPLE MOVIES
BT: Companies. UK

ROYAL TELEVISION SOCIETY
BT: Organizations. UK

S.4.C.
USE: SIANEL PEDWAR CYMRU

S.A.G.
USE: SCREEN ACTORS GUILD

S.A.T.V.
USE: SATELLITE TELEVISION COMPANY
S.C.E.T.
USE: SCOTTISH COUNCIL FOR EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

S.I.N.
(now the Univision Network)
UF: Spanish International Network
BT: Companies. USA

S.M.P.T.E.
UF: Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
BT: Organizations. USA

S.P.N.
USE: SATELLITE PROGRAM NETWORK

S.R.G.
USE: SCHWEIZERISCHE RADIO UND FERNSEHGESSELLSCHAFT

S.T.V.
BT: Companies. USA

S.T.V.
USE: SCOTTISH TV

SACIS
BT: Companies. Italy
RT: Radiotelevisione Italiana

SAT 1
BT: Companies. German Federal Republic

SATELLITE BROADCASTING BOARD
BT: Organizations. UK

SATELLITE BROADCASTING GROUP
BT: Companies. UK

SATELLITE PROGRAM NETWORK
UF: S.P.N.
BT: Companies. USA

SATELLITE TELEVISION COMPANY
UF: S.A.T.V.
BT: Companies. UK
RT: Sky Channel

SCAN-SAT
BT: Companies. Sweden
RT: T.V. 3 (SCAN-SAT)

SCHOLASTIC PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. USA

SCHWEIZERISCHE RADIO UND FERNSEHGESSELLSCHAFT
UF: S.R.G.
BT: Companies. Switzerland

SCOPHONY
BT: Companies. UK

SCOTTISH COUNCIL FOR EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
UF: S.C.E.T.
BT: Organizations. UK

SCOTTISH TV
UF: S.T.V.
BT: Companies. UK

SCRATCH VIDEO
BT: Independent video

Screen 2
USE: BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION

SCREEN ACTORS GUILD
UF: S.A.G.
BT: Trade unions. USA

SCREEN NEWS
BT: Companies. UK

SCREENSPORT
BT: Companies

SEPT
USE: SOCIETY FOR EDUCATION IN FILM AND TELEVISION

SEPT
UF: Société d'Editions de Programmes de Télévisions
BT: Companies. France

SHOWNIME
BT: Companies. USA
SIANEL PEDWAR CYMRU
UF: S.4.C.
BT: Companies. UK

SINGAPORE BROADCASTING CORPORATION
BT: Organizations. Singapore

SISTEMA BRASILEIRO DE TELEVISÃO
BT: Companies. Brazil

SKIPPON VIDEO ASSOCIATES
BT: Companies. UK

SKY CABLE
BT: Companies. USA

SKY CHANNEL
BT: Companies. UK
RT: Satellite Television Company

SKY NETWORK
BT: Companies. New Zealand

SOCIAL DOCUMENTS
BT: Companies. UK

Société d'Editions de Programmes de Télévision
USE: SEPT

SOCIÉTÉ EUROPÉENNE DES SATELLITES
BT: Companies. Luxemburg

SOCIÉTÉ FRANÇAISE DE PRODUCTION
BT: Organizations. France

Société Radio-Canada
USE: CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

SOCIÉTÉ SUISSE DE RADIODIFFUSION ET TÉLÉVISION
BT: Companies. Switzerland

SOCIÉTÉS LOCALES D'EXPLOITATION DU CÂBLE
BT: Organizations. France

SOCIETY FOR EDUCATION IN FILM AND TELEVISION
UF: SEPT
BT: Organizations. UK

SOHO TELEVISION
BT: Independent video. USA

SOHO VISION
BT: Companies. UK

SONY
BT: Companies. Japan

SOUTH AFRICAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION
BT: Companies. South Africa

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN FILM CORPORATION
BT: Companies. Australia

SOUTHERN TV
BT: Companies. UK

SPAFAX TELEVISION
BT: Companies. UK

SPANISH INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
BT: Companies. USA

Spanish International Network
USE: S.I.N.

SPECIAL BROADCASTING SERVICE
BT: Organizations. Australia

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP IN GRAPHICS
UF: SIGGRAPH
BT: Organizations. USA

STEPHEN J. CANNELL PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. USA

Subscription TV [Companies. USA]
USE: S.T.V.

SULLIVAN FILMS
BT: Companies. Canada
SUNBOW PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. USA

SUPER CHANNEL
BT: Companies. UK

SVENIGES RADIO
BT: Companies. Sweden

SVENIGES TV
BT: Companies. Sweden

SWAZI TV
BT: Companies. Swaziland

T.B.S.
USE:TURNER BROADCASTING SYSTEM

T.C.I.
USE:TELE-COMMUNICATIONS

T.F.1
USE:TVÉLÉVISION FRANÇAISE 1

T.N.T.
USE:TURNER NETWORK TELEVISION

T.S.W.
USE:TELEVISION SOUTH WEST

T.T.T.
USE:TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO TELEVISION

T.V. 2 [DENMARK]
BT: Companies. Denmark

T.V. 3 [NEW ZEALAND]
BT: Companies. New Zealand

T.V. 3 [REPUBLIC OF IRELAND]
BT: Companies. Republic of Ireland

T.V. 3 (SCAN-SAT)
BT: Companies. Sweden
RT: Scan-sat

T.V.-3 [SPAIN: CATALONIA]
BT: Companies. Spain

T.V. 5
(N.B. a satellite service)
BT: Companies. France

T.V. 6
USE:MÉTROPOLE 6

T.V.-AM
BT: Companies. UK

T.V. ASAHI
BT: Companies. Japan

T.V.B.
USE:TELEVISION BROADCASTS

T.V.E.
USE:TELEVISIÓN ESPAÑOLA

T.V.N.Z.
USE:TELEVISION NEW ZEALAND

T.V. ONTARIO
BT: Companies. Canada

T.V.R.I.
USE:TELEVISION OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA

T.V.S.
UF: Television South
BT: Companies. UK

T.V.X. BROADCAST GROUP
BT: Companies. USA

T.V. YORKSHIRE
BT: Companies. UK

TÉLÉ 21
BT: Companies. Belgium

TELE-COMMUNICATIONS
UF: T.C.I.
BT: Companies. USA

TÉLÉ MONTE CARLO
BT: Companies. Monte Carlo

TÉLÉ PROMOTION RURALE
BT: Organizations. France
TELECOM ENTERTAINMENT
BT: Companies. USA

TELEDIFFUSÃO DE MACAO
BT: Companies. Macao

TELEFILM CANADA
BT: Organizations. Canada

TÉLÉFRANCE USA
BT: Companies. USA

TELEINDE
UF: Teleproducciones Independentes
BT: Companies. Argentina

TELEMUNDO
BT: Companies. USA

TELEPICTURES CORPORATION
BT: Companies. USA
RT: Lorimar-Telepictures

Teleproducciones Independentes
USE: TELEINDE

TELESAT CANADA
BT: Companies. Canada

TELEVIDA
BT: Organizations. Mexico
: Companies. Mexico

TELEVISIÓN ESPAÑOLA
UF: T.V.E.
BT: Companies. Spain

TELEVISION BROADCASTS
UF: T.V.B.
BT: Companies. Hong Kong

TÉLÉVISION FRANÇAISE 1
UF: T.F. 1
BT: Companies. France

TELEVISION NEW ZEALAND
UF: T.V.N.Z.
BT: Companies. New Zealand

TELEVISION OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA
UF: T.V.R.I.
BT: Companies. Indonesia

TELEVISION SERVICES INTERNATIONAL
BT: Companies. UK

Television South
USE: T.V.S.

TELEVISION SOUTH WEST
UF: T.S.W.
BT: Companies. UK

TELEVIZIJA ZAGREB
BT: Companies. Yugoslavia

TELIESIN
BT: Companies. UK

TEMPO TV
BT: Companies. USA

TEN
BT: Companies. UK

TÉVECOM AUDIOVISUAL DISTRIBUTION
BT: Companies. Canada

THAMES TV
BT: Companies. UK

THORN EMI
BT: Companies. UK

TIME-LIFE
BT: Companies. USA

TOPIX COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND ANIMATION
BT: Companies. Canada

TRIBUNE COMPANY
BT: Companies. USA

TRIDENT TV
BT: Companies. UK

TRILION
BT: Companies. UK

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO TELEVISION
UF: T.T.T.
BT: Companies. Trinidad Tobago
TURNER BROADCASTING SYSTEM
UF: T.B.S.
: W.T.B.S.
BT: Companies. USA
RT: Worldwide Television News

TURNER NETWORK TELEVISION
UF: T.N.T.
BT: Companies. USA

[TWENTY-FIRST] 21ST CENTURY
MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS
BT: Companies. Canada

[TWO] 2M INTERNATIONAL
BT: Companies. Morocco

TYNE TEEs TV
BT: Companies. UK

U.F.A.
BT: Companies. German Federal Republic

U.N.T.V.
USE: UNITED NATIONS DIVISION
OF RADIO AND VISUAL SERVICES

U.R.T.I.
USE: UNIVERSITÉ RADIOPHONIQUE ET TÉLÉVISUELLE INTERNATIONALE

U.R.T.N.A.
UF: Union des Radiodiffusions et Télévisions Nationales d'Afrique

U.S.A. NETWORK
BT: Companies. USA

U.S.S.B.
USE: HUBBARD BROADCASTING

ULSTER TV
BT: Companies. TV

UNESCO
BT: Organizations
RT: International Programme for the Development of Communication

UNION DES RADIODIFFUSION ET TÉLÉVISIONS NATIONALES D'AFRIQUE
UF: U.R.T.N.A.
BT: Broadcasting unions

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES TV - DUBAI
BT: Companies. United Arab Emirates

UNITED NATIONS DIVISION OF RADIO AND VISUAL SERVICES
UF: U.N.T.V.
BT: Organizations

UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATION
BT: Organizations

UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY
BT: Organizations. USA
NT: Worldnet

UNIVERSAL TELEVISION
BT: Companies. USA

UNIVERSITÉ RADIOPHONIQUE ET TÉLÉVISUELLE INTERNATIONALE
UF: U.R.T.I.
BT: Organizations

UNIVERSITY FILM & VIDEO ASSOCIATION
BT: Organizations. USA

UNIVISION
BT: Companies. USA

V.H.-1
BT: Companies. USA

V.P.R.O.
USE: VRIJZINNIG PROTESTANTSE RADIO OMROEP

V.T.M.
USE: VLAAMSE TELERVISIE MAATSCHAPPIJ
VANDERBILT TV NEWS ARCHIVE
BT: Archives & institutes. TV. USA

VARA
UF: Vereniging van Arbeiders Radio Amateurs
BT: Companies. Netherlands

Vereniging van Arbeiders Radio Amateurs
USR: VARA

VERONICA
BT: Companies. Netherlands

VESTRON
BT: Companies. USA

VIACOM
BT: Companies. USA

VICTORIAN FILM CORPORATION
BT: Organizations. Australia

VIDÉO ANIMATION LANGUEDOC
BT: Independent video. France

VIDÉO ARTS
BT: Companies. UK

VIDÉO-CINÉ-TROC
BT: Independent video. France

VIDÉO COPYRIGHT PROTECTION SOCIETY
BT: Organizations. UK

VIDÉO DÉBA
BT: Independent video. France

VIDÉO FEMMES
BT: Companies. Canada: Quebec

VIDEO MUSIC
BT: Companies. Italy

VIDEO RAINBOW
BT: Companies. USA

VIDÉO DÉBA
BT: Independent video. France

VIDEOWEST
BT: Companies. USA

VIEWERS FOR QUALITY TELEVISION
BT: Pressure groups. USA

VIEWPLAN
BT: Companies. UK

VIEWPOINT PRODUCTIONS
BT: Companies. UK

VIRGIN VISION
BT: Companies. UK

VISNEWS
BT: Libraries, TV. UK

VLAAMSE TELEVISIE MAATSCHAPPIJ
UF: V.T.M.
BT: Companies. Belgium

VOICE OF KENYA
BT: Companies. Kenya

VRIJE KEIJKER TV
BT: Piracy. Netherlands

VRIJZINNIG PROTESTANTSE RADIO OMROEP
UF: V.P.R.O.
BT: Companies. Netherlands

W.B.Z.-TV
BT: Companies. USA

W.C.B.B.-TV
BT: Companies. USA

W.C.C.O.
BT: Companies. USA

W.F.A.A.-TV
BT: Companies. USA

W.G.B.H.
BT: Companies. USA

W.G.N.-TV
BT: Companies. USA
W.H. SMITH  
BT: Companies. UK

W.J.Z.-TV  
BT: Companies. USA

W.N.A.C.-TV  
BT: Companies. USA

W.N.E.T.  
BT: Companies. USA

W.P.W.R.  
BT: Companies. USA

W.S.M.V.-TV  
BT: Companies. USA

W.T.B.S.  
USE: TURNER BROADCASTING SYSTEM

W.T.N.  
USE: WORLDWIDE TELEVISION NEWS

W.T.V.A.  
USE: WIDER TELEVISION ACCESS

WALES, WEST AND NORTH  
BT: Companies. UK

WALT DISNEY COMPANY  
BT: Companies. USA

WARNER AMEX CABLE  
COMMUNICATIONS  
BT: Companies. USA

WARNER BROS. TELEVISION  
BT: Companies. USA

WAVEVIEW HOLDINGS  
BT: Companies. UK

WEATHER CHANNEL  
BT: Companies. USA

WEST ONE  
BT: Companies. UK

WESTDEUTSCHER RUNDFUNK  
BT: Companies. Germany Federal Republic

WESTERN WORLD  
BT: Companies. USA

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING  
BT: Companies. USA

WESTMINSTER CABLE  
BT: Companies. UK

WESTWARD TV  
BT: Companies. UK

WIDER TELEVISION ACCESS  
UF: W.T.V.A.  
BT: Organizations. UK

WITZEND  
BT: Companies. UK

WORKING TITLE  
BT: Companies. UK

WORLD WIDE PICTURES  
BT: Companies. UK

WORLDNET  
BT: United States Information Agency

WORLDVISION  
BT: Companies. USA

WORLDWIDE TELEVISION NEWS  
UF: W.T.N.  
BT: Companies  
RT: Turner Broadcasting System

WRITERS' GUILD OF AMERICA  
BT: Trade unions. USA

WRITERS' GUILD OF GREAT  
BRITAIN  
BT: Trade unions. UK

Y.L.E.  
USE: OY YLEISRADIO AB

YORAM GROSS STUDIOS  
BT: Companies. Australia

YORKSHIRE TV  
BT: Companies. UK
Z CHANNEL
  BT: Companies. USA

Z.D.F.
  USE: ZWEITES DEUTSCHES FERNSEHEN

ZAMBIA BROADCASTING SERVICES
  BT: Companies. Zambia

ZENITH PRODUCTIONS
  BT: Companies. UK

ZIMBABWE BROADCASTING CORPORATION
  BT: Companies. Zimbabwe

ZWEITES DEUTSCHES FERNSEHEN
  UF: Z.D.F.
  BT: Companies. German Federal Republic

ÖSTERREICHISCHER RUNDFUNK
  BT: Companies. Austria
ARCHIVES & INSTITUTES, TV. FRANCE
NT: Institut National de la Communication Audiovisuelle

ARCHIVES & INSTITUTES, TV. UK
NT: British Broadcasting Corporation Written Archives Centre
: British Film Institute

ARCHIVES & INSTITUTES, TV. USA
NT: ATAS/U.C.I.A. Television Archives
: Museum of Broadcasting [USA]
: National Archives & Records Service
: Vanderbilt TV News Archive

ARMED FORCES AND TV. UK
RT: British Forces' Broadcasting Service Television

ARMED FORCES AND TV. USA
NT: Armed Forces Network

BROADCASTING UNIONS
NT: Arab States Broadcasting Union
: Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union
: Caribbean Broadcasting Union
: European Broadcasting Union
: Organisation Internationale de Radiodiffusion et Télévision (O.I.R.T.)
: Union des Radiodiffusions et Télévisions Nationales d'Afrique (U.R.T.N.A.)
RT: Organizations

CENSORSHIP, UK
RT: British Board of Film Censors
: British Board of Film Classification

COMMERCIAL TV. UK
UF: I.T.V.
: Independent TV [UK]
RT: Channel 4 [UK]
: Channel Four

COMPANIES
NT: A.G.B. Group
: Cable News Network
: FilmNet
: News International
: Screensport
: Visnews
: Worldwide Television News

COMPANIES, ARGENTINA
NT: A.T.C. Channel 7
: Teleinde

COMPANIES, AUSTRALIA
NT: Australian Broadcasting Commission
: Australian Broadcasting Corporation
: Bond Group
: Channel 0/28
: Channel 10 [Australia]
: Crawford Productions
: Golden West Network
: Grundy Television
: Hanna-Barbera Australia
: Independent & Multicultural Broadcasting Corporation
: Kennedy Miller
: Ramcorps
: South Australian Film Corporation
: Yoram Gross Studios

COMPANIES, AUSTRIA
NT: Österreichischer Rundfunk
INTERNATIONAL INDEX TO TV PERIODICALS

COMPANIES. BANGLADESH
NT: Bangladesh TV

COMPANIES. BELGIUM
NT: Belgische Radio en Televisie
: Radio-Télévision Belge de la Communauté Culturelle Française
: Télé 21
: Vlaamse Televisie Maatschappij

COMPANIES. BRAZIL
NT: Bandeirantes TV
: Rede Globo
: Rede Manchete
: Sistema Brasileiro de Televisão

COMPANIES. CAMEROON
NT: Cameroon TV

COMPANIES. CANADA
NT: Alliance Communications
: Atlantis Films
: C.B.C. Enterprises
: C Channel
: C.T.V. Television Network
: Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
: Cinar Films
: City-TV
: Crawley Films
: Films Transit
: First Choice
: Global TV
: Inuit Broadcasting Corporation
: National Film Board of Canada
: Nielsen-Pearns International
: Producers Group International
: Ralph C. Ellis Enterprises
: Sullivan Films
: Telesat Canada
: Topix Computer Graphics and Animation
: T.V. Ontario
: 21st Century Media Communications

COMPANIES. CANADA: QUEBEC
NT: Société Radio-Canada
: Télécom Audiovisuel Distribution
: Vidéo Femmes

COMPANIES. CYPRUS
NT: R.I.K.

COMPANIES. DENMARK
NT: Danmarks Radio
: TV 2 [Denmark]

COMPANIES. EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
NT: Eurosport
: M.T.V. Europe

COMPANIES. FAROE ISLANDS
NT: Faroese TV
: Jogvän Asbjörn Skaale

COMPANIES. FINLAND
NT: E.R.F. Video
: Kolmoskonava
: Oy Mainos-TV
: Oy Yleisradio AB

COMPANIES. FRANCE
NT: Antenne 2
: Belokapi
: Canal Plus
: Carat Entertainment
: Cinq
: France Média International
: France Régions 3
: Gamma Télévision
: Hachette
: Hamster
: Métropole 6
: Paravision
: Pathé
: Radio-Télé-Brezhoneg
: Radio-Télévision Française d'Outre-mer
: Revcom
: Sept
: T.D.F.-1
: TV 5
: Télévision Française 1

COMPANIES. GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
NT: Fernsehen der DDR
COMPANIES. GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC
NT: Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Rundfunkanstalten Deutschlands
: Bertelsmann
: Beta
: Chronos Film
: Hessischer Rundfunk
: Kirch Group
: Norddeutscher Rundfunk
: Polyphon
: Pro 7
: U.F.A.
: RIAS-TV
: Sat 1
: Westdeutscher Rundfunk
: Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen

COMPANIES. GHANA
NT: Ghana Broadcasting Corporation

COMPANIES. GREECE
NT: E.R.T.

COMPANIES. HONG KONG
NT: Asia Television
: Golden Harvest
: Television Broadcasts
: Radio Television Hong Kong

COMPANIES. INDIA
NT: Doordarshan

COMPANIES. IRAN
NT: National Iranian Radio Television

COMPANIES. ISRAEL
NT: Israel Broadcasting Authority

COMPANIES. ITALY
NT: Canale 5
: Cinecittà
: Odeon TV
: Radiotelevisione Italiana
: Rete Quattro
: Rete Tre
: Retetitalia
: Video Music

COMPANIES. JAPAN
NT: Cable News Network (Tokyo)
: Gaga Communications
: J.C.T.V.
: Nippon Hoso Kyokai
: Okinawa Hoso Kyokai
: Sony
: T.V. Asahi

COMPANIES. KENYA
NT: Voice of Kenya

COMPANIES. LEBANON
NT: Middle East Television

COMPANIES. LUXEMBOURG
NT: Astra
: Compagnie Luxembourgeoise de Télédiffusion
: Kindernet
: Radio-Télé Luxembourg
: R.T.L.-4
: Société Européenne des Satellites

COMPANIES. MACAO
NT: Telediffusão de Macao

COMPANIES. MEXICO
NT: Televisa

COMPANIES. MONTE CARLO
NT: Télé Monte Carlo

COMPANIES. MOROCCO
NT: 2M International
: Radiodiffusion-Télévision Marocaine

COMPANIES. NETHERLANDS
NT: Ikon
: John de Mol Productions
: KRO
: N.C.R.V.
: Nederlandse 3
: Nederlandse Omroep Stichting
: VARA
: Veronica
: Vrijzinnig Protestantse Radio Omroep
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANIES. NEW ZEALAND</th>
<th>COMPANIES. SWITZERLAND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT: Avalon</td>
<td>NT: Schweizerische Radio und</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Broadcasting Corporation</td>
<td>Fernsehgesellschaft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of New Zealand</td>
<td>: Société Suisse de</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: N.Z. on Air</td>
<td>Radiodiffusion et</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Pixel Perfect</td>
<td>Télévision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Sky Network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: T.V. 3 [New Zealand]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Television New Zealand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANIES. NIGERIA</th>
<th>COMPANIES. TRINIDAD &amp; TOBAGO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT: Nigerian Television</td>
<td>NT: Trinidad and Tobago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority</td>
<td>Television</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANIES. NORWAY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT: Norpas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Norsk Rikskringkastning (N.R.K.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANIES. PAKISTAN</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT: Pakistan TV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANIES. PORTUGAL</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT: Radiodiffusão Portuguesa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Radiotelevisão Portuguesa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Radiotelevisión Portuguesa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independente</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANIES. REPUBLIC OF IRELAND</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT: Radio Telefis Eireann</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: T.V. 3 [Republic of Ireland]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANIES. SOUTH AFRICA</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT: Bop-TV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: South African</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcasting Corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANIES. SPAIN</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT: Channel 10 [Spain]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Pesa Electronica</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Radiotelevisión Española</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: T.V.-3 [Spain: Catalonia]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Televisión Española</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANIES. SWAZILAND</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT: Swazi TV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANIES. SWEDEN</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT: Scan-Sat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Sveriges Radio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Sveriges TV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: T.V. 3 (Scan-Sat)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANIES. SWITZERLAND</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT: Schweizerische Radio und</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernsehgesellschaft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Société Suisse de</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiodiffusion et</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Télévision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANIES. TRINIDAD &amp; TOBAGO</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT: Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANIES. UK</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT: A.T.V. Network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Anglia TV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Associated Communications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Baird Television</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Blackrod</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Border TV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: British Broadcasting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: British Broadcasting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporation Enterprises</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: British Forces'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcasting Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: British Satellite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcasting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: British Telecom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Broadcast Communications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Carlton Communications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Celtic Films</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Central Independent TV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Challenge Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Channel 3 [UK]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Channel 5 [UK]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Channel Four</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Channel TV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Children's Channel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Churches' Television &amp;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Centre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Cinevideo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Consolidated Productions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Contracts International</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Convergent Communications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Cosgrove Hall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Crown International</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Diverse Productions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: E.N.G. Video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Electric Image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Electrical &amp; Musical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industries (E.M.I.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Euston Films</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Fox TV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
:: Goldcrest Television
:: Gorilla Tapes
:: Grampan TV
:: Granada TV
:: Greenpark Productions
:: H.T.V.
:: Hawkshead Communications
:: Independent Communications Associates
:: Independent Television News
:: ITEL
:: Jam Jar Films
:: Lancastria TV
:: Landscape Channel
:: Landseer Productions
:: Lee International
:: Limehouse Productions
:: London Films
:: London Independent TV
:: London Weekend TV
:: M.G.M.M.
:: Marshal Street Productions
:: Mentrau Cyf
:: Mersey TV
:: Merseyside Cablevision
:: Molinaire
:: Moving Picture Company
:: Music Box
:: N.B.D. Pictures
:: National Transcommunications
:: National Video Corporation
:: New Media Productions
:: Northern Ireland Independent TV
:: Original Image
:: Palace TV
:: Picture House
:: Pollyanna Music and Film Co.
:: Portobello Productions
:: Premiere
:: Primetime TV
:: Pye
:: Quantel
:: Quintet
:: R.M. Arts
:: R.M. Productions
:: Rank Organisation
:: Rediffusion Television
:: Rock People Movies
:: Satellite Broadcasting Group
:: Satellite Television Co.
:: Scophony
:: Scottish TV
:: Screen News
:: Sianel Pedwar Cymru
:: Skippon Video Associates
:: Sky Channel
:: Social Documents
:: Soho Vision
:: Southern TV
:: Spafax Television
:: Super Channel
:: T.V.-AM
:: T.V.S.
:: T.V. Yorkshire
:: Television Services International
:: Television South-West
:: Television Wales and the West
:: Teliesin
:: Ten
:: Thames TV
:: Thorn E.M.I.
:: Trident TV
:: Trillion
:: Tyne Tees TV
:: Ulster TV Companies
:: Video Arts
:: Viewplan
:: Viewpoint Productions
:: Virgin Vision
:: Visnews
:: W.H. Smith
:: Wales West and North
:: Waveview Holdings
:: West One
:: Westminster Cable
:: Westward TV
:: Witzend
:: World Wide Pictures
:: Working Title
:: Yorkshire TV
:: Zenith Productions

COMPANIES. UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
NT: United Arab Emirates TV - Dubai
COMPANIES, USA
NT: A.C. Nielsen & Co.
: Alternative Network
  : Television
: American Broadcasting
  : Company
: American Educational
  : Television Network
: American Forces Network
: American Telephone &
  : Telegraph Co.
: Ampex Corporation
: Apollo Entertainment TV
: Arbitron Television
: Arthur Company
: Arts & Entertainment
  : Network
: Avesco
: Black Entertainment
  : Television
: Bravo
: Buena Vista Television
: Cable News Network
: Cable Satellite Public
  : Affairs Network
: Capital Cities
: Carson Production Group
: Channel America
: Charlex
: Cheerleader Productions
: Children's Television
  : Workshop
: Christian Broadcasting
  : Network
: Coca Cola Co.
: Colossal Pictures
: Columbia Broadcasting
  : System
: Comcast Corporation
: Comworld Productions
: Consumer News and
  : Business Channel
: Continental Broadcasting
: Continental Cablevision
: Conus Communications
: Dick Clark Productions
: Discovery Channel
: Disney Channel
: Du Mont Television
  : Network
: E.S.P.N.
: Eastman Kodak Co.
: Embassy TV
: Filmation
: Financial News Network

: Fox Broadcasting Co.
: Frederick W. Ziv Co.
: G.T.G.
: Galavision
: Gannett Co.
: Genesis Entertainment
: Gillett Group
: Global Vision
: Golden West Broadcasters
: Goodson-Todman
  : Productions
: Great American
  : Broadcasting
: Group W Production
: Hanna-Barbera
: Harmony Gold
: Henson Associates
: Heritage Communications
: Hill Broadcasting
: Home Box Office
: Home Shopping Network
: Hubbard Broadcasting
: Intersound
: Intravision
: John Blair & Co.
: K.B.Y.U.
: K.C.B.S.
: K.C.E.T.
: K.C.T.S.
: K.G.S.C.36
: K.M.O.C.
: K.P.T.M.
: K.Y.W.-TV
: King-TV
: Kultur International
  : Films
: L.B.S. Communications
: Learning Channel
: Lifetime
: Lionheart Television
  : International
: Lorimar
: Lorimar-Telepictures
: M.G.M./U.A.
: M.T.M. Enterprises
: Manhattan Cable TV
: Marvel Productions
: Media Central
: Media Home Entertainment
: Metromedia
: Motown Productions
: Music Television
: Nashville Network
: National Broadcasting Co.
: New Citizen Productions
Subject/country listing of corporate bodies

: New World Pictures
: News 12 Long Island
: Nickleodeon
: Operation Prime Time
: Outlet Communications
: Pappas Telecasting
: Paramount
: Patchett-Kaufman
: Entertainment
: Penthouse International
: Playboy Enterprises
: Post Group
: Premiere Network
: Prime Cable
: Public Broadcasting
: Service
: Public Television
: Playhouse
: Quantum Media
: R.K.O.
: Radio City Television
: Radio Corporation of America
: Reeves Communications
: Reliance Capital Group
: S.I.N.
: S.T.V.
: Satellite Program Network
: Scholastic Production
: Showtime
: Sky Cable
: Spanish International
: Communications Corp.
: Stephen J. Cannell
: Productions
: Sunbow Productions
: Telecom Entertainment
: Tele-communications
: Telefrance. USA
: Telepictures Corporation
: Telescriptions
: Corporation
: Tempo TV
: Time-Life
: Tribune Company
: Turner Broadcasting System
: Turner Network Television
: T.V.X. Broadcast Group
: U.S.A. Network
: Universal Television
: V.H.-1
: Vestron
: Viacom
: Video Rainbow
: Videowest
: W.B.Z.-TV
: W.C.B.B.-TV
: W.C.C.O.
: W.F.A.A.-TV
: W.G.B.H.
: W.G.N.-TV
: W.J.Z.-TV
: W.N.A.C.-TV
: W.N.E.T.
: W.P.W.R.
: W.S.M.V.-TV
: Walt Disney Company
: Warner Amex Cable Communications
: Warner Bros. Television
: Weather Channel
: Western World
: Westinghouse Broadcasting
: Worldvision
: Z Channel

COMPANIES. USSR
NT: Gostelradio

COMPANIES. VATICAN
NT: Centro Televisione Vaticana

COMPANIES. WEST INDIES
NT: Caribbean Broadcasting Corporation
: Caribbean Television Network

COMPANIES. YUGOSLAVIA
NT: Televizija Zagreb

COMPANIES. ZAMBIA
NT: Zambia Broadcasting Services

COMPANIES. ZIMBABWE
NT: Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation

FINANCING. EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
RT: BABEL

INDEPENDENT ORGANIZATIONS. USA
NT: Appalshop
INDEPENDENT VIDEO. AUSTRALIA
NT: Open Channel

des Archives de Télévision
: International Association of Broadcasting Manufacturers

INDEPENDENT VIDEO. FRANCE
NT: Vidéo Animation Languedoc
 : Vidéo-Ciné-Troc
 : Vidéo Déba

: International Organization of Journalists

INDEPENDENT VIDEO. UK
NT: Amber
 : Belfast Independent Video
 : Derry Film and Video
 : Retake

: International Programme for the Development of Communication

INDEPENDENT VIDEO. USA
NT: Paper Tiger Television
 : Soho Television

: International Tape Association

LIBRARIES, TV. UK
NT: Visnews

: International Telecommunication Union

MUSEUMS. UK
NT: National Museum of Photography, Film and Television [Bradford]

: International Telecommunications Satellite Organization

NETWORKING, INTERNATIONAL
NT: Asiasvision
 : Eurovision
 : Intervision

: Intersputnik

NEWS AGENCIES. AUSTRALIA
NT: Australian Associated Press

: One World Broadcasting Trust

ORGANIZATIONS. AFRICAN COUNTRIES
NT: Groupement International Noir de Télévision et Radio

ORGANIZATIONS. ASIAN COUNTRIES
NT: Asia-Pacific Institute for Broadcasting Development

ORGANIZATIONS. AUSTRALIA
NT: Australian Broadcasting Tribunal

: Organization of Asia-Pacific News Agencies

: Pressure groups

: UNESCO

: United Nations Division of Radio and Visual Services

: United Nations Organization

: Université Radiophonique et Télévisuelle Internationale

: Broadcasting unions
Subject/country listing of corporate bodies

: Australian Children's Television Foundation
: Australian Screen Studies Association
: Broadcasting Council [Australia]
: Broadcasting for Remote Aboriginal Communities Scheme
: CIRCUIT
: National Broadcasting Services Development Council
: Public Broadcasting Association of Australia
: Special Broadcasting Service
: Victorian Film Corporation

ORGANIZATIONS. CANADA
NT: Canadian Radio-Television & Telecommunications Commission
: Telefilm. Canada

ORGANIZATIONS. CUBA
NT: Instituto Cubano de Radio y Televisión

ORGANIZATIONS. EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
NT: Association of European Commercial Television
: CIROCM
: Council of Europe
: Eurimages
: Euro-Aim
: European Alliance for Television and Culture
: European Co-Production Association
: European Institute for the Media
: European Satellite Television Broadcasting Consortium
: European Space Agency Union
: European Telecommunications Satellite Organization
: Media 92

ORGANIZATIONS. FRANCE
NT: Association des Cinémas Itinérants Ruraux
: Centre d'Études d'Opinion
: Conseil Supérieur de l'Audiovisuel
: Société Française de Production
: Sociétés Locales d'Exploitation du Cable
: Télé Promotion Rurale

ORGANIZATIONS. JAPAN
NT: Hosoo-Bunka Foundation

ORGANIZATIONS. MEXICO
NT: Televisa

ORGANIZATIONS. POLAND
NT: Polskie Radio i Telewizja

ORGANIZATIONS. REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
NT: Film Makers Ireland

ORGANIZATIONS. SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES
NT: Nordvision

ORGANIZATIONS. SINGAPORE
NT: Singapore Broadcasting Corporation

ORGANIZATIONS. UK
NT: Association of Directors and Producers
: British Academy of Film and Television Arts
: British Board of Film Censors
: British Board of Film Classification
: British Council
: British Industrial and Scientific Film Association
: British Universities Film & Video Council
: British Videogram Association
: Broadcasting Consortium
: Broadcasting Council For Scotland
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- Broadcasting Research Unit
- Broadcasting Standards Council
- Broadcasting Support Services
- Cable Authority
- Cable Television Association
- Educational Television Association
- Howard Steele Foundation
- IBACS
- Independent Broadcasting Authority
- Independent Programme Producers Association
- Independent Television Commission
- Independent Television Companies Association
- Information Technology Advisory Panel
- Institute of Contemporary Arts
- Institute of Practitioners in Advertising
- International Broadcasting Trust
- International Institute of Communications
- International Visual Communications Association
- Royal Television Society
- Satellite Broadcasting Board
- Scottish Council for Educational Technology
- Society for Education in Film and Television
- Video Copyright Protection Society
- Wider Television Access

ORGANIZATIONS. USA

NT: Academy of Television Arts and Sciences
- Association of Independent Television Stations

ORGANIZATIONS. WEST INDIES

NT: Caribbean Institute of Mass Communications

ORGANIZATIONS. NETHERLANDS

NT: Vrije Keijzer TV

ORGANIZATIONS. UK

NT: Network 21

PIRACY.
PRESSURE GROUPS. UK
NT: Campaign for Press and Broadcasting Freedom
: Freedom Association
: Media Monitoring Unit

PRESSURE GROUPS. USA
NT: Accuracy in Media
: Action for Children's Television
: Center for Media and Values
: Center for Population Options
: Coalition for Better Television
: Moral Majority
: National Coalition on Television Violence
: Parents' Music Resource Center
: People for the American Way
: Viewers for Quality Television

PROGRAMME COMPLAINTS. UK
NT: Broadcasting Complaints Commission

RATINGS. UK
NT: Broadcasters Audience Research Board

SATELLITE BROADCASTING. ARAB COUNTRIES
NT: Arab Satellite Communications Organization

SATELLITE BROADCASTING. AUSTRALIA
UF: Aussat
: N.A.C.B.S.S.

SATELLITE BROADCASTING. EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
UF: Pan-European TV

SATELLITE BROADCASTING. SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES
NT: Nordsat

SCHOOLS, TV. INDIA
NT: Film & TV Institute of India

SCHOOLS, TV. UK
NT: National Broadcasting School [UK]
: National Film & Television School [UK]

SCHOOLS, TV. USA
NT: Annenberg School of Communication

TRADE FAIRS. UK
NT: London Market
: London Screenings

TRADE FAIRS. USA
NT: American Film Market
: National Association of Television Program Executives

TRADE UNIONS. AUSTRALIA
NT: Actors and Announcers Equity Association of Australia

TRADE UNIONS. UK
NT: Association of Broadcasting Staff
: Association of Cinematograph, Television & Allied Technicians
: British Actors Equity Association
: Broadcasting and Entertainment Trades Alliance
: National Association of Theatrical, Television and Kin Employees
: Writers' Guild of Great Britain
TRADE UNIONS. USA
   NT: Screen Actors Guild
       : Writers' Guild of America

VIEWER RESEARCH. UK
   UF: Jictar
   NT: Broadcasters Audience Research Board